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A B S T R A C T

With the advent of focused ion beam milling and direct detectors,
in situ cryo-electron tomography set off on a journey to explore struc-
tures deep within the cell. This thesis contributes to a daring vision of
the future that in situ research can take: Visual Proteomics, a compre-
hensive molecular atlas of the cell. With the technical foundation laid,
incremental steps towards Visual Proteomics were taken in three de-
tailed analyses of the green alga Chlamydomonas, testing the potential
of (1) reaching functional conclusions by combining structural and po-
sitional information, (2) understanding a process through a structural
interactome and (3) making new discoveries by structural analyses
of hitherto unknown complexes. The respective results included the
(1) identification of a nuclear degradation hub around nuclear pore
complexes composed of structurally tethered proteasomes, (2) local-
ization of ER-associated degradation in non-membrane bound micro-
compartments of densely clustered proteasomes at the ER membrane
and (3) structural description of trans-luminal protein arrays that link
the central cisternae of the Golgi together. Concluding, there is a dis-
cussion of current advancements and required future developments
towards the realization of Visual Proteomics.

Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Erst die Einführung von fokussierter Ionenstrahlätzung und Direkt-
detektoren, ermöglichte der in situ Kryo-Elektronenmikroskopie den
Absprung in eine Welt jenseits bisher bekannter Strukturen in der
Zelle. Diese Arbeit trägt zu einer gewagten Zukunftsvision der in situ
Forschung bei - der ’Visual Proteomics’, die Erstellung eines vollstän-
digen molekularen Atlas der Zelle. Technische Grundlagen werden
gelegt und erste Schritte auf dem Weg zur ’Visual Proteomics’ durch
drei detaillierte Analysen in der grünen Alge Chlamydomonas unter-
nommen. Diese testen das Potenzial (1) funktionelle Zusammenhän-
ge durch die Kombination von struktureller und räumlicher Informa-
tion aufzudecken, (2) einen Prozess durch strukturelle Interaktome
zu verstehen und (3) neue Entdeckungen durch strukturelle Analysen
bisher unbekannter Komplexe zu machen. Es gelang uns jeweils (1)
Kernporen als Zentren von Proteinabbau durch gebundene Proteaso-
me zu identifizieren, (2) ER assoziierten Proteinabbau in Form von
Mikrokompartimenten dicht gepackter Proteasome an der ER Mem-
bran zu lokalisieren und (3) reißverschlussartige, trans-luminale Pro-
teinnetzwerke im Golgi strukturell zu charakterisieren. Abschließend
werden die jeweiligen Fortschritte und wichtigen zukünftigen Ent-
wicklungen für die Realisierung der ’Visual Proteomics’ diskutiert.
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Part I

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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1
C RY O - E L E C T R O N T O M O G R A P H Y

Humans have always had a strong desire to research and explore
the unknown. The most natural method is to use your eyes, to see
for yourself. When the eye reached its limits, however, humans built
instruments to extend what can be observed - telescopes for large
objects far away and microscopes for the other scale, the tiny universe
to small for our eyes to see. Especially important in microscopy is
the hunt for resolution; Inside biological specimens, proteins - the
building blocks of life - have sizes on the order of nanometers.

1.1 going high resolution : transmission electron mi-
croscopy

They key parameter of microscopy is resolution. Resolving power can
be defined as the minimal distance between two features that can
still be separated. Resolution is additionally limited by diffraction -
a point is visualized as an extended feature, described by the point
spread function (PSF) of the microscope. The resolution d is depen-
dent on the wavelength λ in the imaging medium and the aperture
α of the microscope, and can be described by the Rayleigh criterion
[122]:

d =
0.61λ

α
(1.1)

The main distinction between the different microscopes is the imag-
ing source, thus differing in wavelengths. The Rayleigh criterion mean-
while determines a direct proportionality between higher resolution
and smaller wavelength.

Traditionally, photons are used as information carriers. Even though
optical microscopy has a high penetration rate, the resolution is lim-
ited to about 200 nm, due to the use of light in the visible spectrum.
Recent developments use either statistical methods or physically ma-
nipulate the PSF and lower the resolution to several tens of nm. This
so called super resolution microscopy, however, is limited to imag-
ing fluorescent labels instead of the specimen itself. According to the
wavelength relation, in theory, higher resolution can be achieved by
imaging with X-rays. However, X-ray manipulation is difficult - fo-
cussing by lenses for instance.

In the hunt for higher resolution, we have to move away from pho-
tons. According to the de Broglie equation, we can calculate a wave-
length λ for any particle with mass m and momentum p, kinetic en-
ergy E and rest energy E0 [122]:

λ =
h
p
=

h
mv

λ = hc
1√

2E0 · E + E2
(1.2)
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4 cryo-electron tomography

The higher the energy and mass, the smaller the wavelength and the
higher the resolution. A good choice would be neutrons, as their mass
is relatively high and thermal neutrons don’t damage organic speci-
mens, but the neutron flux densities available from feasible sources
are too small [56]. The choice therefore falls to electrons. At energies
of 100 keV, electrons have a wavelength of 0.037 Å. With technical lim-
itations, high energy electrons can therefore reach a resolution below
atomic level, bridging the gap from crystallography to the limits of
light microscopy, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Electron microscopy extends the resolution range of light mi-
croscopy down to the atomic level.

Electron-specimen interactions

In order to understand image formation in the electron microscope,
we need to understand electron-specimen interactions. Electrostatic
interactions with either the nucleus or the electron cloud result in
elastic or inelastic scattering. The scattering angle depends on the in-
cident electron energy, the specimen material, thickness and density.

Elastic scattering defines an interaction with preserved kinetic en-
ergy and momentum, which is mostly mediated via the nucleus and
occurs in a wide angular spectrum. The closer the electron passes the
nucleus, the higher the forces of attraction and therefore the higher
the scattering angle and lower the coherence. Conversely, during In-
elastic scattering, energy is transferred to the specimen, mostly via
interactions of the electron with the electron cloud at narrow scat-
tering angles. This can occur in many ways, via X-rays, secondary
electrons, or collective specimen oscillations. X-rays can be emitted ei-
ther in specific, characteristic lines when ionized atoms fill their inner
shells, or continuously, when emitted as bremsstrahlung in an inter-
action of the incident electron with the nucleus, including a major
change of momentum. Instead of X-rays, valence band electrons and
Auger electrons 1 can also be ejected. Additionally, oscillations of the
free electron gas (plasmons) or the atoms in the lattice (phonons) can
be excited. As inelastic scattering processes can arise in cascades and
can be scattered up to several tens of nanometers from the atomic nu-

1 Auger electrons can be produced upon filling holes in inner electron shells, instead
of respective X-ray emission
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1.1 going high resolution : transmission electron microscopy 5

cleus, they mostly contribute to low resolution or background signal.
[122, 93] The electron energy loss spectrum is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Electron energy loss spectrum 2

The probability for a scattering event to occur is given by the cross-
section σ, whereas the average distance travelled between scattering
events is defined by the mean free path length Λ = 1

σ . The cross-
sections of inelastic and elastic scattering events add up to a total
cross-section σtot. Taking into account the N atoms present within the
specimen and their cross-sections σatom, the total cross-section can be
defined as [122]

σtot = Nσatom (1.3)

and therefore the free path length over the sample thickness t, with
the Avogadro constant N0, atomic weight of the scattering atoms A
and the density ρ, is written as

Λ =
A

N0σatomρt
(1.4)

Equation 1.4 shows that the mean free path is inversely proportional
to the sample thickness, one of the main reasons why a thin sample is
mandatory for transmission electron microscopy. In cryo-conditions,
the free mean path for inelastic scattering events for electrons of
120 keV is 203 nm [51].

Image contrast formation

Imaging depends on contrast and in electron microscopy, contrast
can be formed in two ways. So called Amplitude contrast, or scatter-
ing contrast, is created by the absorption of electrons [93]. In case of
elastically scattered electrons, scattering processes at large angles are
excluded from the image formation by the objective aperture, thus
reducing the transmitted intensity. Transmission is also altered by in-
elastic scattering and consequently, absorption by the specimen. The

2 adapted from [120]
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6 cryo-electron tomography

magnitude of contrast is correlated to increasing sample thickness
(higher fraction of inelastic scattering) and increasing atomic number
of the specimen (higher elastic scattering angles) [43]. Amplitude con-
trast makes up only about 7 % of the contrast in the imaging process
of cryo-electron microscopy [112].

Apart from the reduction in the amplitude, we also observe inter-
ference effects from the interaction of the unscattered and elastically
scattered beam in the imaging plane, thus resulting in Phase contrast.
The scattered wave Ψscatt can be written as the incoming wave Ψ0,
modified by a phase shift Φ =

∫
V(x, y, z)dz, which is introduced by

the scattering Coulomb potential V, with the electron travelling along
z [43]:

Ψscatt(r) = Ψ0eiΦ(r) (1.5)

As biological samples have a very low atomic number, the scattered
beam undergoes only a small phase shift Φ � 1. According to the
weak phase approximation, we can simplify the scattered wave with
a Taylor expansion [43]

Ψscatt(r) = Ψ0
[
1 + iΦ(r)

]
(1.6)

The new, scattered wave is therefore written as an incoherent sum of
the incoming wave Ψ0 and a wave Φ(r) with small amplitude and a
phase shift of π

2 [93, 43]. The intensity of the scattered wave is thus
highly dictated from the initial beam intensity I0 and so invisible in
phase contrast:

I = |Ψscatt|2 ≈ I0 (1.7)

Noticeable contrast is only achieved by additional phase differences
due to high defocus and spherical aberrations of the instrument [93,
43]. The maximum phase contrast can be forced by introducing an
additional phase shift of ±90◦, which allows positive or negative in-
terference, as shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: For weakly scattering objects, the sample is invisible in phase
contrast (A), but with an added ±90◦, positive and negative phase contrast
can be achieved (B-C) 3

Technically, this can also be achieved by phase modulators that add
a pathlength of λ

4 , thus creating the anticipated phase shift. Tradition-
ally, a Zernike phase plate is inserted into the focal plane of the objec-
tive lens, modulating the electron beam around a small central hole

3 adapted from [93]
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1.1 going high resolution : transmission electron microscopy 7

for the incident beam. However, this phase plate needs accurate cen-
tering and shows fringe effects due to the sudden onset of the phase
shift. In order to counter these disadvantages and improve phase con-
trast, especially in the low frequency regime, the Volta phase plate
was recently developed. It consists of a thin amorphous carbon film
that is kept constantly warmed at a temperature of 200 ◦C [29].

The contrast is additionally modified by several other factors, such
as spherical aberrations and defocus, and the final result after the
imaging process can be described by the contrast transfer function
(CTF), the Fourier transform of the PSF [93]. The CTF modifies the
individual spatial frequencies by alternating the sign and dampen-
ing the signal towards higher frequencies. The latter effect is caused
by the only partial spatial and temporal coherence. After an initial
plateau, the CTF oscillates rapidly and information from this regime
can only be used after CTF correction. Here, polarities are flipped
to restore a continuous function throughout the complete range of
resolution. Alternatively, one can also apply a Wiener Filter that not
only flips the polarity, but also corrects the amplitude, resulting in a
smooth envelope [93].

A TITAN amongst the microscopes

In principle, there are two possibilities to obtain an image in electron
microscopy - scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). In the first case, back-scattered and sec-
ondary electrons are used and thereby the surface topology of the
sample is determined [50]. High-resolution information throughout
the sample can be obtained by TEM imaging instead, which mea-
sures only the transmitted electrons passing through the specimen.
Here, mostly elastically or unscattered electrons are used, as both
processes allow a very precise localization of the scattering centres.
In this work, we used the 300 keV Titan Krios instrument (FEI) to per-
form TEM. In the following section, the path of the electrons through
the microscope is described (Figure 1.4): from the creation of a high-
energy electron beam, its focussing on the sample and detection after
transmission for image creation.

Current high-resolution microscopy relies on high energy electron
production by a field emission gun (FEG), which functions as a cath-
ode. A sufficient strong electric field on the cathode lowers the poten-
tial barrier of the material and thus enables electrons to tunnel out of
the cathode. Such a field E can be achieved by applying a high voltage
V between the cathode and an anode, whereas the cathode is shaped
to a very fine tip with radius r, following the relation E = V

r [93].
Beam shaping and its control is achieved by an FEG gun, which con-
sists of an additional anode. Whereas the first electrode provides the
extraction voltage, the second accelerates the electrons further until
several hundreds of keV are achieved, in our case 300 keV. The beam
is then moulded by the condensor lens system that defines beam
properties, like coherence and spot size. The angle of convergence
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8 cryo-electron tomography

Figure 1.4: Schematics of a transmission electron microscope from high en-
ergy electron beam generation to image formation 4

is controlled by apertures and the sample illuminated with parallel
beams. In order to guarantee the beam path and prevent scattering in
air, or contamination of the FEG tip, a high vacuum of ∼ 10−10bar is
essential [43].

Below the specimen, both the scattered and unscattered electrons
pass through the objective lens, forming the first image. In the back-
focal plane, the beam is then focused, while electrons scattered at the
same angle strike the same spatial position. An additional objective
lens aperture determines up to which angle electrons contribute to
the image formation [43].

Another quality control of the imaging process, apart from exclud-
ing high-angle scattering processes, is an optional energy filter. As
mentioned above, high-resolution information is carried by elastically
scattered electrons, whereas inelastic electrons contribute to the low
resolution regime and the background. To clear this background sig-

4 adapted from [67]
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1.2 going cryo : freezing life 9

nal, a post-coloumn prism spectrometer can be inserted. In a radial
magnetic field, the trajectories are proportional to electron energy and
can thus be spatially sorted [93]. A spatial window can therefore be
chosen, resulting in a limited energy range.

After passing all apertures, lenses and filters, the image is visual-
ized and saved in a camera. The defining properties for the choice of
the camera are the detected quantum efficiency (DQE), sensitivity and
speed. Previous set-ups used charge-coupled devices (CCDs), a pixe-
lated camera chip that converts electrons into photons in a scintillator
that are subsequently detected. CCD detection is indirect, decoupled
from the actual position of the electron event [13]. In contrast, a di-
rect detector is based on CMOS technology, with the semiconductors
directly counting single, incoming electrons, without the conversion
into photons, thus oppressing noise. Direct detectors provide higher
DQE and a faster readout, which allows to take several subframes
per image that can be aligned, in order to correct for shifts and move-
ments [13, 98].

1.2 going cryo : freezing life

Movement and how to stop it

When visualizing biological samples in the TEM, we face a major
problem: the vacuum. Soft, biological sample would evaporate and
loose its native hydrated state. The solution to prevent the sample
from vaporizing, is simple: freeze it. Unlike negative staining, which
stains the sample with heavy metal salt solution before air drying,
imaging in cryo-conditions does not lead to resolution loss 5 and pre-
serves the unstained specimen in its native state [56]. Additionally, a
frozen state prevents movement from biological matter, such as diffu-
sion and brownian motion.

In order to image a biological sample, several measures need to be
taken. To stabilize the sample in the microscope, but also for trans-
fer and mechanical manipulation, the sample is frozen on an EM
grid, which consists of a copper grid, coated with a holey carbon
film. Most commonly, the sample is pipetted and then blotted onto
the grid and plunge frozen in a cryogen, nowadays typically a liquid
propane-ethane mixture. For vitreous ice to form, the sample needs
to be plunged very quickly into the cryogen at a cooling rate of about
100 000 °/s, kept at−180° by liquid nitrogen [37]. From this time point
on, the sample must be preserved in its frozen state, thus making it
necessary to operate in liquid nitrogen. A major limitation of plunge
freezing is the depth of vitrification of only up to 10 µm, which can
only be extended to sample thicknesses of 100 µm under high pres-
sure. In summary, sample thickness, plunging speed and parameters
like humidity are determining the freezing process [2].

5 negative staining is limited to 20 Å
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10 cryo-electron tomography

Signal to Noise Ratio

Freezing of the sample is not only essential for stabilization, but also
for the signal to noise ratio (SNR), the most important parameter
in high-resolution imaging. SNR determines the ability to identify
structures within the sample and is directly related to contrast.

There are several factors that affect SNR; most of all, the interaction
of electrons with the specimen. Whereas elastic scattering provides
high-resolution information, inelastic scattering does not only con-
tribute to the low resolution regime only, but deposits energy into the
sample. This deposited energy causes chemical reactions that might
lead to the destruction of the specimen, commonly known as radia-
tion damage, causing substantial structural deformations [56]. Addi-
tionally, phonons heat up the specimen, causing its movement. Un-
fortunately the proportion of inelastic scattering events is quite high,
in fact, around threefold compared to elastic scattering of light atoms
in thin ice and further incresing exponentially with sample thickness
[56].

Freezing greatly reduces the negative effects of energy deposition,
as the free radicals sparked by ionization are impeded in their diffu-
sion [43, 73]. Nevertheless, radiation damage remains the dominant
issue. Thus low-dose imaging is absolutely necessary to be able to
image a frozen sample at high resolution. Of course, less dose means
also less signal. This is especially the case for high resolutions, as the
inelastically scattered electrons do not contribute above 20 Å, which
is observed as an additional loss of contrast [56]. Similarly, the poorer
results of the CTF at higher resolution could be potentially compen-
sated by higher electron dose.

Charging is another limiting factor on SNR. When the specimen
is hit by the high-energy electron beam, positive charge is built up
around the area of irradiation, which can deviate the beam. Usually,
this can be averted by exposing the sample to constant electron cur-
rent prior to recording. After some time, no further secondary elec-
trons can escape the attractive potential of the illuminated region,
thus stabilizing the area. In low-dose imaging this is impossible - the
charge thus only builds up while the image is recorded. [56]

1.3 going in situ : fib milling

As described in the previous chapter, a thin sample is not only of
use, but even mandatory, when performing cryo-electron microscopy.
Vitrification is limited to about 10 µm when plunge freezing, while
the SNR is highly correlated with sample thickness - in fact already
dramatically dropping within the first few hundred nanometers [115].
Whereas the measurement of isolated proteins only requires a thin ice
layer, the case is quite different when visualizing whole cells or even
tissue. Granted the specimen is small enough for vitrification, a typ-
ical cell’s diameter is still far above the maximal thickness of 500 nm
that can be imaged by 300 keV transmission electron microscopy. If we
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1.3 going in situ : fib milling 11

want to image proteins in situ, in their native state and cellular envi-
ronment, we therefore have to find a way to thin whole cells without
introducing any artefacts. The key is focused ion beam milling (FIB
milling).

The FIB machine

Originally developed for material sciences, FIB milling thins materials
by sputtering atoms from the sample surface with an ion beam. For
biological purposes, a dual-beam system was adapted to cryo con-
ditions, as displayed in Figure 1.5 A-B. Set under high vacuum and
cooled by liquid nitrogen, the EM grid covered in frozen cells is trans-
ferred into the system. An installed scanning electron microscope al-
lows low-dose imaging of the surface topology and thus surveillance
and navigation. The cell of interest can be targeted by translations and
rotations with a sensitive cryo stage. The milling process is operated
by a focused ion beam, typically gallium ions. The ion beam can serve
two functions: at low currents, it can be used for imaging, whereas at
high currents it is operated in its ablation mode. By defining patterns
on the grid for the beam to scan, the milling can be controlled and a
thin slice cut into the cell that is supported by unablated cell material,
thus maintaining mechanical stability, while opening a window into
the cell (Figure 1.5C). [95, 115]

Figure 1.5: The principle of focussed ion beam milling: A) The cryo-adapted
dual beam FIB machine and its internal components (B). Patterns drawn
define the path of the ion beam (red boxes) that ablate cell material, only
leaving a thin slice, supported by untouched material. 6

6 adapted from [115]
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12 cryo-electron tomography

A chapter on the perfect lamella

While many different geometries of cell slices are possible, this work
focusses on the so-called lamella, a thin slice in the cell of continu-
ous thickness. Supported on either side by unmilled cell material, a
lamella can be designed between < 100 and 400 nm in thickness, cov-
ering an area of a few hundred µm2 [115]. The thickness needs to be
chosen carefully, as it is a trade-off between high SNR and loss of
mechanical stability, as well as volume to be imaged. For our data,
we used lamellas of thicknesses between 100 and 300 nm, with vari-
ability caused by mechanical instabilities of the instrument. A typical
lamella of a Chlamydomonas cell is shown in Figure 1.6. Already at
low magnification, it is possible to discern cellular organelles in the
lamella, thus allowing the targeting of specific features for imaging.

Figure 1.6: Overview image of a thin Chlamydomonas lamella with insets
showing different organelles of the cell, easily identified at low magnifica-
tion. Inset on lower left: Image of a tilted lamella on the grid. 7

A lamella is produced in iterative milling steps, drawing finer pat-
terns for the beam, ablating more cell material from the top and the
bottom of the cell, until a thin slice is created. At the beginning of
the milling process, higher currents of 100 pA to 300 pA are used,
whereas towards the end the ion beam is switched to low currents of
30 pA to 50 pA [115]. Apart from a finer control of the milling, lower
currents also minimize radiation damage in the sample. In fact, direct

7 adapted from [3]
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radiation damage is extremely limited, confined only to the first few
nanometers of the lamella surface.

In order to ensure smooth milling and high quality lamella, how-
ever, two pre-milling coating steps are applied. First, a 5 to 10 nm
thick Pt layer is sputtered on the sample, preventing charging of
the specimen. Charge-induced movements can be fatal during the
actual milling process [100]. Second, in order to avoid curtaining, an
organometallic platinum layer is deposited by adsorption of a precur-
sor gas by a gas injection system [100]. Also, redeposition of milled
material or ions on the sample is minimized (theoretically possible
in a layer up to 20 nm from the surface [130]). Thus, lamellas of ho-
mogeneous thickness are produced. Additionally, the EM grids are
mounted in modified autogrids that not only provide stability for the
sample, but also feature a small cutout at the top side that provides
access for the ion beam, enabling the milling of the cell at shallow
angles. In this manner lamellas are cut almost parallel to the grid sur-
face, while milled material and gallium ions are projected away from
the sample [115].

1.4 going 3d : tomography

Now that we know how to look into cells by cryo-TEM and acquire
in situ images, we want to go a step further. So far, the electrons
detected after passing the sample represent a projection image of the
lamella in the beam path. In order to discern molecular structures
and cellular architecture, we need to visualize the lamella in 3D. This
can be accomplished with electron tomography.

How to get a tomogram

In tomography, the sample is tilted and an image is acquired at each
angle. The tilt series can be projected back into the volume, thus cre-
ating a 3D model of the sample, a so-called tomogram. The basic
principle was formulated by Radon, who stated that a 3D tomogram
can be retreieved from the projections of the object [73]. According
to the slicing theorem, each 2D projection of an object is a central
slice through the fourier transform of the volume, tilted by an angle
φ respective to the plane, perpendicular to the beam axis (z-axis) [37].
Each projection has a thickness proportional to 1

D in Fourier space,
with D indicating the thickness of the sample. As depicted in Figure
1.7, the extended Fourier slices lead to an overlap in the low frequency
space. In the high frequency region, there is more unsampled space,
as the projections can only be taken at discrete angles and not in
infinitesimally small steps [37].

It is quite clear that the resolution is dependant on the angular
sampling of the object. The Crowther equation defines how many
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14 cryo-electron tomography

Figure 1.7: Weighted Back-Projection: The sample is rotated and at each tilt
an image acquired that can be projected back into the volume, reconstitut-
ing a tomogram (A). The data is oversampled until the Crowther criterion
and is collected up until the missing wedge - a cone of missing information
(B). 8

projections N, or how small an increment angle ∆Ψi are needed to
obtain a resolution d of a sample with thickness D [37]:

N =
π · D

d
∆Ψi =

d · cosΨi

D
(1.8)

As the signal below the threshold frequency kC (defined by Crowther
criterion) is artificially amplified due to the uneven sampling of the
Fourier space, the data needs to be weighted for the calculation of the
3D projections. This weighting is achieved by filtering the data depen-
dant on spatial frequency [73], hence called weighted back-projection.

Apart from discrete angular sampling, tomography has another
caveat, due to mechanical limitations. The sample is mounted on a
stage that is able to perform precise rotations and translations within
the cryo-TEM. However, it is not possible to perform a full 180◦ rota-
tion and a tilt series is therefore restricted to a typical rotation from
−60◦ to +60◦ in 2◦ increments. Thus, the final reconstruction includes
a domain of missing information in shape of a 60◦ wide cone, named
after its shape: the missing wedge. As this issue can’t be overcome
mechanically, it results in a loss of resolution along the beam axis,
appearing as an elongation of the density.

Another issue tied to in situ cryo-electron tomography is the sample-
damaging properties of inelastic electron scattering. To minimize dam-
age, the microscope is operated in low-dose mode. Tomograms are ac-
quired by iterating through three different steps: tracking, focussing
and recording. The first two steps are performed with low dose in
an area shifted from the recording position along the tilt axis and
respectively correct for lateral displacement and changes in defocus,
due to specimen movement between tilts. The area of interest is only

8 inspired by [73]
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exposed to dose during the record images. Generally, the overall dose
should be limited to around 100 e−

A2 [73]. However, limited dose leads
to a reduced SNR. Additonally, the SNR per projection is reduced
by the number of tilts N: SNR/N [37]. And here we face the chal-
lenge. On the one hand, in order to prevent radiation damage, the
number of projections and the total dose needs to be limited. On the
other hand, in order to obtain a high enough SNR per tilt, the dose
needs to be maximized. SNR is important for several steps of tomo-
gram reconstruction. First, the frames of individual tilt images need
to be aligned to generate a tilt series. Next, the tilt series must be
aligned for tilt angles and lateral shifts. The alignment is performed
by cross-correlation (CC) and relies on pattern recognition in the to-
mogram to minimize alignment errors (patch tracking), as in situ ex-
periments don’t allow placing of fiducial markers. The tilt series ac-
quisition scheme is therefore designed to balance a maximum SNR
with a minimal electron dose. In this work, we acquired tomograms
in two halfs - starting at low angles. Taking the pre-tilt of the lamella
into account, the first half was acquired against the tilt of the lamella,
followed by the second half in the opposite direction. Compared to
an undivided tilt series starting at 60◦, this scheme has the advantage
of better dose distribution on lower tilt images, which contain most of
the high-resolution information. However, there is a trade-off, as the
scheme faces alignment problems between the two halfs. Compared
to single particle analysis, alignment is one of the major obstacles of
high resolution in in situ tomography, complemented by low SNR
and sample heterogeneity issues.

How to analyse a tomogram

As described in the previous paragraph, an in situ tomogram is ha-
rassed by several issues, such as low SNR and the missing wedge
distorting the structural information. How is it possible to extract
a proper structure from the tomogram then? One solution can re-
cover the missing structural information from the missing wedge, the
missing signal from the CTF and restore the low SNR: the power of
numbers. Subtomogram averaging exploits exactly this concept, by
adding together many copies of the same particle in different orienta-
tions. The SNR is defined by the fraction of signal S and noise Ni per
particle,

SNR =
< S2 >

< N2
i >

(1.9)

whereas the signal is supposedly the same, the noise however dif-
fers for each particle and is uncorrelated. Alignment of the particles
and subsequent averaging therefore averages out the noise, enhances
the SNR and yields an isotropically well-resolved structure [16]. The
alignment and averaging is an iterative process, as diagrammed in
Figure 1.8. The subtomograms are extracted as small boxes from the
tomogram, containing particles in random orientations. A given ref-
erence is used to scan the rotational and translational space (six de-
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16 cryo-electron tomography

Figure 1.8: Subtomogram Averaging: Subtomograms of macromolecules in
various orientations are extracted and a wedge-modified and masked ref-
erence aligned to each subtomogram in turn. Subsequent cross-correlation
optimizes translations and rotations, used for the calcualtion of an average.

grees of freedom), comparing it to all subtomograms in turn. Each
particle is thus cross-correlated with the reference, which has been
further modified by a wedge model and a mask. Both modifications
to the reference are necessary to cope with the characteristics of to-
mography - the missing wedge and thus information, and the high
molecular crowding in situ. A mask around the protein complex of
question focusses the analysis around the signal and excludes back-
ground, composed of signal from other complexes and noise. The
resulting cross-correlation map is then subjected to a peak-finding al-
gorithm, thus identifying the optimal angles and translations. In an
iterative process, the resulting average is further used as a reference
for the next cross-correlation calculations [16, 60]. However, in order
to obtain an accurate average, one has to consider the CTF and cor-
rect each subtomogram, or alternatively, the whole tomogram prior
to subtomogram extraction.

The whole process of subtomogram averaging revolves around its
greatest aid and greatest caveat at the same time - the reference used
for alignment. Initial alignment is highly influenced by the reference
provided, which could introduce reference bias, thus misdirecting the
alignment towards a specific structure. Similarly, it has been shown
that with enough white noise, any structure can be created [104, 57].
A specific structure initialized by a reference is therefore not proof
enough for identity. A common method to avoid reference bias is
to align the subtomograms reference-free, starting with an initial ref-
erence created by randomly oriented particles [23]. However, this is
only possible for a dataset strong enough to drive alignment on its
own, due to its magnitude and high quality. A weaker approach uses
a reference with a masked substructure, aiming for a recovery of the
density.

This concept works well for biological samples. Various protein
complexes exist in many copies within the cell, thus contributing
to a large dataset to be averaged. These protein complexes are dis-
tributed throughout the tomogram, so a method to computationally
find their positions in the volume is needed: template matching. As
depicted in Figure 1.9, template matching is a pattern matching algo-
rithm, based on a similarity measure between a template and the to-
mogram density. Measurements are performed with cross-correlation,
which is calculated by a convolution in Fourier space [42], identify-
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Figure 1.9: Template Matching: A 3D model of the protein in question is
created (template) and its similarity compared to the tomogram. Scanning
of positions and orientations yields a cross-correlation map, whereas par-
ticle positions can be determined by a peak extraction. Template matching
results in a particle list with optimized angles and translations.

ing the translational component without spatial scanning, as would
have been necessary, when performed in Realspace. Normalization
is still performed in Realspace, though. As the structures of interest
are found in random orientations, the CC values are calculated for
each orientation of the reference model in turn [42]. The resulting 3D
correlation is therefore a function with six degrees of freedom - the
translational space x, y, z and the angular space, defined by the euler
angles φ , ψ and θ. The search for the optimal position and orientation
is determined by localizing the local maxima in the CC-map [37].

The success of the proper identification meanwhile relies on a good
template. The cross-correlation function (CCF) needs to be reliable
enough to pick up the complexes of interest in a tomogram over-
layed with noise and crowded with structures such as membranes
and other proteins. Molecular crowding is indeed quite high, as the
protein density of a typical cell is estimated to about 100 - 400 mg/ml
[37]. Template creation is therefore crucial. The simplest strategy is to
modify a structure already known from single particle cryo-EM, or X-
ray crystallization. By down-filtering the electron density and apply-
ing a wedge model and tight mask around the signal, a reasonable
3D model can be produced. This only works, however, if we know
which protein to look for and if its structure has already been solved.
If neither is the case, a de novo template can be generated by box-
ing out structures of interest in the tomogram, as further discussed
in Chapter 6. Additionally, for better contrast and signal, template
matching is normally performed in twice-binned tomograms and lo-
calized peaks subsequently visually screened for good picks. If any
cellular localization is known, organelles can also be segmented and
specifically searched.

So far, we presumed that the protein complex is structurally homo-
geneous and is found in many copies per cell, ready to be picked up
and averaged. The reality is quite different though. Many proteins
come in different assembly states or undergo large conformational
changes during their functional cycle. Averaging various structural
states together, leads not only to a lower resolution due to delocal-
ization of density, but also to the loss of potential meaningful pro-
tein conformations. Classification is therefore used to sort a hetero-
geneous dataset into different classes. Sorting is hereby impeded by
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wedge effects, low SNR, unknown optimal number of classes, subtle
differences between structural states and highly varying population
sizes of each class [22]. There are many approaches to classification,
but the basic principle is the same, as illustrated in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10: AC3D Classification: Extracted particles are sorted into classes
according to structural homogeneity by analysing cross-correlations. Class
averages can be obtained by using clustering algorithms on the dataset
and alignment of subpopulations. This process can be iteratively repeated
to improve the results.

The extracted subtomograms are sorted into different classes, each
containing a homogeneous particle population, each simultaneously
as similar to its class members and as different from other class par-
ticles as possible. Constrained principal component analysis (CPCA),
as implemented in PyTom [60], uses the cross-correlation similarity
measurement between two subtomograms, in order to calculate a CC
matrix. To take the missing wedge into account, the CC estimation
is constrained to the domains overlapping in Fourier space. Class af-
filiation is subsequently obtained by analyzing the CCC matrix with
PCA and k-means or hierarchical clustering, creating class averages
for each particle group [41]. Classification can also be performed with
the multi-reference AC3D approach, also coded in the PyTom toolbox,
which iteratively improves class-sorting and incorporates alignment
steps of the subtomograms [22]. After pre-alignment, initial class cen-
tres are obtained by k-means clustering of the dataset. In each step,
all subtomograms are compared to the class averages and assigned to
the closest class centre. These class averages are iteratively updated
by the subtomograms contained within, therefore constantly improv-
ing the sorting until it converges (or is stopped). In comparison to
CPCA, AC3D was shown to yield higher accuracy [22], automatically
focussing on structurally significant differences. Whereas it is pos-
sible to figure out large scale changes, remove false positives from
the dataset, and find previously unknown conformations by the au-
tomatic focussing of the algorithm, a specified tight mask can help
focus the classification on specific known features, thus providing a
powerful tool to identify subpopulations.
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V I S U A L P R O T E O M I C S

We have seen how we can acquire tomograms of the cell’s interior,
observe molecular complexes in their native environment, find these
automatically within the cellular volume and finally structurally in-
vestigate them. The question then becomes: what to do with all of
this information?

What is Visual Proteomics?

The answer is simple: combine it. Visual proteaomics assesses both
positional and structural information to comprehensively character-
ize the cellular landscape. This approach describes the cell from the
micron-scale of organelles to the nanometer-scale of macromolecules.
Naturally, we can visualize native 3D cellular architecture according
to EM tradition - describing membrane systems, organelles and large-
scale structures with unprecendented sample preservation and res-
olution [36]. However, we can also go one step further, and use this
resolution to visualize single macromolecules within the cell [89]. The
possibilities are enormous - one can correlate structural features to ex-
act cellular locations and describe communities of protein complexes
on a single complex level. Each protein complex can be assigned a spe-
cific functional state, interaction partner and cellular compartment.
On the other hand, the positional information can also be used the
other way around, to filter for a certain pool of protein complexes
within a specific cellular region. In short, researchers developing Vi-
sual Proteomics are cartographers of a hidden world, with the goal
of drawing a complete molecular atlas of the cell.

However, one major roadblock must be overcome to finish charting
the map. In order to study the cell on a single-protein level, we need
to be able to identify the proteins in question, using neither tags nor
fluorescence. Instead, Visual Proteomics depends on the structural
information contained within the tomogram. Proteins can therefore
be identified by structural comparison. Of course, this requires a cer-
tain minimal resolution, especially for small protein complexes and
complexes of very undistinguished structure. It also requires high-
resolution cryo-EM or X-ray crystallography structures to make com-
parisons. Fortunately, a large number of protein complexes is listed
in the protein and electron microscopy data banks (PDB and EMDB),
which are accessible to the whole scientific community. However, this
discussion also pokes at the greatest weakness of Visual Proteomics
- the identification of unknown, or unresolvable proteins. If structure
alone doesn’t give a hint, the environment might. Nevertheless, to
be certain, similarly how a lab flourishes on teamwork, Visual Pro-
teomics must pair up with other methods, like biochemistry, light
microscopy or genetics.
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3
C H L A M Y D O M O N A S : A P E R F E C T M O D E L
O R G A N I S M ?

In this work, all data has been acquired from Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii, a highly accomplished model organism. Chlamydomonas was
one of the first organisms to be used for genetic studies and served
as a model for essential research on photosynthesis and cilia [79]. It
is sometimes referred to as a ’planimal’, as it contains organelles that
are characteristic to both plants and animals.

Cellular architecture

Figure 3.1: Cellular architecture of Chlamydomonas 1

Chlamydomonas is a unicellular green alga with a typical wild-type
size of 10 µm [54]. Its highly defined cellular architecture is sketched
in Figure 3.1 and further described below [54]. The nucleus houses
the spherical nucleolus and a nuclear genome of 108 base pairs. Its nu-
clear membrane is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).
The ER surrounds two to four Golgi stacks. Additionally, two con-
tractile vacuoles are located at the anterior end of the cell, monitor-
ing the water content in the cell. Mitochondria are found throughout
the cytosol, whereas the chloroplast is a single cup-shaped organelle
at the posterior side of the cell that partially surrounds the nucleus

1 adapted from [36]
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and occupies half of the cellular volume. The chloroplast contains a
pyrenoid, packed with rubisco complexes that perform carbon fix-
ation, and highly organized thylakoid membranes in stacked and
single-sheet domains. Cell motility is accomplished by a pair of ante-
rior cilia, around 10 µm in length, that are anchored to a pair of inter-
connected centrioles above the nucleus. These structures are highly
conserved with the centrioles and cilia of vertebrates, which has en-
abled insights into human diseases. Light perception is regulated by
an eyespot, which is a region of highly-concentrated carotenoid, ad-
jacent to channelrhodopsin proteins in the plasma membrane. The
cell rotates as it swims, allowing the eyespot to sample light intensity
from all directions.

Cell cycle

Chlamydomonas has a multiple fission cell cycle, as reviewed below
[28]. In its prolonged G1 growth phase of 10 to 14 h, the cell’s vol-
ume can grow about 10-fold. This is followed by alternating S phases
and mitoses of 30 to 40 min in length. The number of S/M rounds is
determined by the cell size and results in 2n unformly sized daugh-
ter cells, ranging between 2 and 32. Both phases, growth and division,
are highly synchronized with the cell’s environment, as the first takes
place under light and the second in the dark, and can be further con-
trolled by light intensity and temperature.

Figure 3.2: Growth cycle of Chlamydomonas: Each G1 growth phase is fol-
lowed by a division phase that produces 2n equally-sized daughter cells.2

In order to guarantee the size homogeneity of the daughter cells,
growth and division need to be coordinated such that the number of
cell divisions equals the mass doublings over time. As depicted in
Figure 3.2, at some point in the growth phase, the commitment point,
the decision to divide is made, including the number of cell divisions
to perform, maintaining a constant daughter cell size.

2 adapted from [28]
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In this work however, we did not use wild-type cells, but a mat3
mutant [113]. The MAT3 gene is required for maintaining the normal
cell size. In the mutant, cell size at the commitment point is greatly
reduced due to a shortened G1, and a higher number of divisions oc-
cur in the S/M phase. The resulting size of around 5 µm is highly ad-
vantageous for vitrification by plunge-freezing, thus facilitating high-
resolution in situ cryo-ET.
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Part II

T E S T C A S E S I N C H L A M Y D O M O N A S

Chapter 4: Nuclear proteasomes

Combining both structural and positional information, we
were able to verify an accumulation of proteasomes at the
nuclear periphery, as well as their functional integrity, mir-
roring cytoplasmic activity levels. Additionally, we identi-
fied nuclear proteasomes either tethered to the INM around
the NPC, or to the nuclear basket, forming a degradation
center at the NPC.

Chapter 5: ER-associated proteasomes

Characterization of cytosolic proteasomes, ribosomes and
Cdc48 revealed degradation centers at the rough ER mem-
brane, spatially segregated from the secretory pathway.
ERAD is thus organized in dense foci of proteasomes and
Cdc48. Proteasomes are functionally active throughout the
cluster, occasionally directly pulling substrate from the ER
membrane.

Chapter 6: Maintaining luminal distance in the Golgi

Using de novo structure determination, we discovered in-
tracisternal densities in the trans-Golgi. By template match-
ing, we were able to localize the proteins to exclusively the
narrow central domains of the trans-cisternae. Subsequent
subtomgoram averaging revealed a highly regular array of
membrane-embedded proteins that establish connections
in the lumen, linking the cisternae membranes together
in a zipper-like fashion, redirecting protein flow into the
periphery for vesicular packing.
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4
N U C L E A R P R O T E A S O M E S

4.1 the biology : proteasomes

The proteasome is an essential, 2.6 MDa molecular machine that plays
an active role in cellular degradation. It is responsible for quality
control and regulates cellular processes in coordination with the so-
called ubiquitin-proteasome-system (UPS). Whereas regulated ubiq-
uitination ensures the selectivity of the process, the proteasome acts
further downstream as the actual executer of the degradation order.
The UPS regulates protein abundance in many different cellular pro-
cesses, including the procession of the cell cycle (e.g. regulation of cy-
clins, anaphase inhibitors), cell growth, proliferation, the regulation
of transcriptional factors, receptors and transporters, and finally, the
defense against misfolded proteins, in particular in combination with
ERAD (ER-associated degradation, see Chapter 5) [49]. Faced with
all these functions, it is clear that a functioning UPS is essential for
cellular health; UPS disfunction results in pathological and stress con-
ditions, where misfolded proteins accumulate [49]. In the following
paragraphs, the UPS, proteasome structure and function, as well as
proteasome localization within the cell will be reviewed.

The ubiquitin-proteasome-system

As mentioned previously, the UPS is essential for the cell’s protein
quality control and regulation. The degradation process occurs in
several subsequent steps and involves three types of enzymes: E1,
E2 and E3. In principle, polyubiquitin chains are covalently attached
to the substrate, which is then recognized by the proteasome and de-
graded. Figure 4.1 sketches the steps neccessary for degradation by
the UPS. First, the E1, or ubiquitin activating enzyme, binds free ubiq-
uitin and activates it via ATP. Second, ubiquitin is transfered to the
E2 enzyme, also called ubiquitin conjugating enzyme. The E2 enzyme
subsequently binds to the E3 ligase, which in turn binds the targeted
substrate. Ubiquitin is then transfered to the substrate, either directly,
or via a transient binding to the E3 enzyme. During this step, iterative
additions of conjugated ubiquitin can occur, building a polyubiquitin
chain. Finally, due to the (poly-) ubiquitin tagging, the proteasome
is able to recognize the substrate and degrade it. Upon degradation
the polypeptide chains of the degraded substrate are released, along
with reusable and free ubiquitin that is removed with the help of
deubiquitination enzymes (DUBs). [59, 49, 39]
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Figure 4.1: Model of the UPS: free ubiquitin (Ub) is (1) bound by E1 enzyme
and activated, (2) transfered to E2, which binds to E3, which in turn binds
the substrate and transfers Ub to substrate directly or indirectly over E3
binding (4) optional polyubiquitination via iterative ubiquitin conjugation
(5) tagged substrate recognition by the proteasome, which binds the sub-
strate, unfolds it and retranslocates it. Deubiquitination enzymes ensure
the release of free Ub, together with the degraded substrate (poly peptide
chains)

As the proteasome mainly recognizes proteins by the required polyu-
biquitin tag 1, the selectivity of the process needs to occur earlier
in the system. And selectivity is crucial, especially for the regula-
tory functions. Clearly, specificity is introduced by ubiquitin and the
choice of which proteins to tag and how to tag them (chain length
and shape) [68]. It is believed that here, the E3 ligases play a major
role. Whereas there is usually only one E1 enzyme, a variety of E2
and E3 enzymes exist [11]. Hence, there are hundreds of E3 ligases,
which each recognize different substrates. The specificity of the pro-
cess, but also quite importantly the flexibility and diversity of the
system, mainly depends on the type of E3 ligase involved [49].

The proteasome structure

The 26S proteasome is a 2.6 MDa multicatalytic protease, which has
a two-fold structure 2, as depicted in figure 4.2. The center is built
by the barrel-shaped 20S core particle (CP). It consists of four concen-
trically stacked rings, each made of seven subunits. The sum of 28
subunits can be divided into two outer α rings and two inner β rings.
The α rings contain the gate that can be opened to move the sub-

1 Few exceptions are known, where proteasome recognition occurs without prior
ubiquitination. Here, mostly partially unfolded regions play a role in recognition
[68, 109].

2 Structural insights in this paragraph are based on [99, 71]
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strate into the translocation channel. The β rings contain the sites of
catalytic activity, where the actual degradation occurs. The 20S CP is
capped by either one or two 19S regulatory particles (RP), depending
on the assembly state of the proteasome. The RP is essential for sub-
strate recognition and binding, the unfolding of the target protein, the
opening of the α ring gate and the insertion of substrate into the 20S
CP. Structurally, it consists of 19 stochiometric subunits that can be
divided into two major complexes, the lid and the base. The lid con-
tains the subunits Rpn3, 5-9, 11 and 12, whereas the base is formed
by the proteasomal subunits Rpt1-6 and Rpn1-2 and 13. Additionally,
Rpn10 is attached to Rpn8-9. The so-called horseshoe structure of the
lid is a heterohexamer built by Rpn3, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 12, which is at-
tached to the CP and reaches above the AAA-ATpase unit. The latter
is built by the subunits Rpt1-6 and sits directly on top of the CP. It is
the central part of the base, shaped as an ATPase ring that forms a
pore. Being able to exert ATP-dependant movements, this structure is
responsible for the mechanical tasks of the degradation process [49].
Rpn10 and Rpn13 are the main ubiquitin receptors, positioned at the
outer rim of the proteasome to facilitate access of substrate. However,
they are not essential subunits, which hints towards other subunits
that can substitute their function [99]. Rpn11 in turn is a DUB that
cleaves off the polyubiquitin chain.

Figure 4.2: The 26S proteasome can be divided into its barrel shaped core
particle (CP: red) and either one or two regulatory caps (RP: yellow, blue,
pink) on either side. The CP consists of four concentric rings, two outer
alpha rings and two inner beta rings. The beta rings include the catalytic
active sites, while the alpha rings contain the gate, which opens during
substrate insertion. The RP consists of a Lid (yellow) and a Base (blue) with
6 ATPase subunits (dark blue) and 13 non-ATPase subunits. There are two
major Ubiquitin receptors, Rpn13 and Rpn10, drawn in pink. Molecular
models were taken from the PDB entries 5MPD and 5MP9 [119].

The proteasome functional cycle

For a substrate to be degraded, the proteasome needs to undergo
several steps. The substrate is bound, deubiquitinated, unfolded and
translocated into the catalytic chamber of the proteasome, where it is
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degraded into short peptides that are released from the 20S by diffu-
sion. Throughout a degradation cycle, we can therefore define a num-
ber of proteasomal states - an inactivated, also termed ground state,
a subsequent substrate-receptive state, and an actual processing state.
To be able to perform this function, it is mandatory for the RP and CP
to work together, where the RP undergoes large scale conformational
changes, which are mainly driven by the AAA-ATpase.

Figure 4.3: Single particle cryo-EM maps of the proteasome states S1-S3

identified by deep-classification. The colour code is the following: CP:red,
Rpt1/6/4: blue, Rpt2/3/5: cyan shades, PCI: green shades, Rpn8/11: ma-
genta shades, Rpn10/13: purple shades, Rpn2: yellow, Rpn1: brown. Each
state is distinguished by translational and rotational movements of the RP.3

Throughout these structural changes, several distinct states can be
identified that mark respective functional activities of the proteasome
and therefore specific time points within the degradation cycle. Pro-
teasomes can be forced into different stable states in vitro, like the ad-
dition of ATP and ATPγS , each condition inducing different frequen-
cies of states. Subsequent single particle cryo-electron microscopy and
deep classification yielded three different proteasome states, named
S1-S3 [114, 8]. Figure 4.3 shows the single particle structures, as re-
ported in [114]. Clear conformational differences of the RP can be ob-

3 adapted from [114]
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served. Two of the major sites of rotational and translational changes,
are the distance between Rpn5 and Rpn6, as well as the adjustment
of the AAA-ATPase ring on top of the catalytic chamber. Judging
from the arrangement of the subunits, one can suggest a hypothet-
ical model of the proteasome cycle and the respective function of
the state. Therefore, S1 was suggested to represent a ground, inac-
tive, substrate-accepting and recognizing state, whereas S2 was iden-
tified as an intermediate step, also titled substrate-commitment state.
Here, the substrate is supposedly engaged by the ATPase. Finally, S3
was determined as an active, substrate processing state, translocating
and degrading the substrate. We can therefore observe a shift of the
ATPase from S1 to S2, which aligns the RP on top of the 20S. Ad-
ditionally, we observe a rotation of the non-ATPase subunits. These
changes do not only result in a better alignment of the RP and CP,
but also accessibility to Rpn11’s active site, which is involved in the
deubiquitination and a repositioning of Rpn10, supposedely facilitat-
ing substrate transfer [8]. The transformation from S2 to S3 involves
another rotation of the ATPase and the lid. Here, the Rpt units are re-
arranged to completely align the ATPase pore with the 20S channel,
making the proteasome ready for retranslocation and thus, substrate
processing [8].

S1 S2

S4

S3

Sx

activation
proccessing 

cycle
de-activation

Figure 4.4: The degradation cycle of the proteasome starts with a ground
state (S1), which is activated to perform the degradation. The processing of
the substrate is performed in several steps, with the proteasome adopting
several conformational states (S2, S3, S4).4

However, recent research shows that these state attributes might
have been chosen prematurely. On this note, a fourth state was estab-
lished, which is active and resembles S3, except for an additonal lid
rotation and opened gate [119]. Atomic modelling and further studies
still hint towards even more unidentified states of the cycle. The cur-
rent working model in Figure 4.4 includes four known main states
with S2, S3 and S4 classified as active and S1 as inactive [119]. The
actual order and number of proteasomal states, however, remains an
open question. Currently, all we can state with confidence is the dis-
tinction between active and inactive states, something that could also
already be distinguished in situ. Analysis of the proteasome popula-

4 adapted from [119]
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tion in neurons discovered S1 and S3-like states, whereas a further
distinction was not possible due to resolution limits [7].

Proteasome localization

The proteasome is involved in many different functions, including
regulatory and quality control tasks. It is therefore not surprising
that the proteasome was found to be highly mobile in the cell [86].
Assembled in the cytoplasm, it is transported through the NPC into
the nucleus, presumably as an already assembled, or mostly assem-
bled, complex 5 [94, 86].

Whereas the proteasome can be found in the nucleus as well as the
cytoplasm, its exact localization remains a focus of research, mostly
using biochemical methods and fluorescence microscopy. According
to literature, the localization varies throughout organisms and the
cell cycle [101, 94, 87, 121]. In yeast, proteasomes have been reported
to cluster in the nucleus, and more specific, at the nuclear periph-
ery [34]. Identification of a yeast INM protein, Cut8, which is able to
link proteasomes to the INM, gives the localization of proteasomes a
structural basis [107, 20]. In S. pombe roughly 80 % of the nuclear pro-
teasomes are supposed to be tethered to the INM, with the remaining
20 % dispersed in the nucleo- and cytoplasm [34]. In mammalian cells
however, neither accumulation in the nuclear periphery, nor explicit
tethering could be observed [94]. A major difference of yeast in com-
parison to mammalian cells is a closed mitosis. In yeast, and Chlamy-
domonas, during cell division the nuclear envelope never completely
breaks down. Proteasomes can therefore only be imported through
the slow transport of the NPC, maybe a reason to keep a majority
structurally bound in the nucleus. Yeast studies have shown that in-
deed, proteasomes stay at the nuclear periphery throughout the cell
cycle [34, 121].

Whereas literature shows quite clearly that proteasomes are found
throughout the nucleus and cytoplasm, there are contradictory opin-
ions on whether nuclear proteasomes are fully assemblied and fully
functional [30, 20, 48]. Our study of the unperturbed environment of
Chlamydomonas nuclei finally shed light on this question and revealed
structural parallels to yeast proteasomes.

5 The proteasome’s dimension of 20 nm over 45 nm fit the diameter of the central
channel of the NPC of 39 nm [86].
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4.2 identifying proteasomes tethered to the npc

Faced with unknown, vague, or contradictory research on protea-
some localization and functionality, we set out to investigate the na-
tive proteasome population of Chlamydomonas, focussing on its nu-
clear population. When working qualitatively, descriptive observa-
tions made with in situ cryo-electron tomography suffice, however
quantitative and biologically-significant statements can only be made
with statistics. Both the structural analysis by subtomogram averag-
ing and the functional analysis of populations depend on statistics.
Statistics means numbers and numbers mean a lot of tomograms.
Designing a huge, comprehensive study in situ is the theme of this
chapter.

Proteasomes are identified by template matching

We used 76 tomograms for our survey that were carefully selected
according to strict image and alignment quality criteria, further speci-
fied in Chapter A.5. Single particle studies of proteasomes have yielded
suitable templates for template matching. In order to reliably find
both double-capped and single-capped proteasomes, we masked one
cap of a double-capped proteasome. The resulting, down-filtered struc-
ture, composed of a 20S core particle and a 19S regulatory particle,
was then used for rigorous template matching. This strategy has al-
ready been successfully employed before [7]. In order to cleanly fil-
ter the hits and reach an optimized ratio of true and false positives,
the top 300 hits per tomogram were hand-selected. As we were not
only interested in a high resolution structure, but also, equally im-
portant, statistical population analysis, we shifted this ratio towards
the exhaustive recognition of true positives. This creates an inherent
trade-off, as the number of false positives increases simultaneously, in
particular when aiming for true positives with low cross-correlation
coefficients. A cut-off is therefore necessary, especially for the subse-
quent classification step, which is unable to perform reliably with too
many false positives. The final set of proteasomes was hence identi-
fied after initial subtomogram averaging by classification. 6

Naturally, selection by eye requires data of very high quality, as
the protein complex has to be identifiable by human inspection - a
task complicated by crowded environments, small targets, the miss-
ing wedge and undistinguished protein shapes. The proteasome how-
ever, is not only quite large with an atomic mass of ∼ 200 MDa, but
also structurally unique with a characteristic 20S core particle, topped
by either one or two 19S regulatory particles (see section 4.1). As
shown in Figure 4.5, single-and double capped proteasomes could
easily be identified in both top and side views. Altogether, we were
able to extract 3322 particles that averaged to 19.54 Å resolution (Fig-
ure B.2).

6 Image analysis techniques further detailed in Chapter A.5
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A B

C

Figure 4.5: Side views (A,B) and top views (C) of double (A) and single (B)
capped nuclear proteasomes. Proteasomes are indicated with yellow and
adjacent nuclear pore complexes with red arrows. Scale bar: 50 nm 7

As detailed in Chapter 1.4, template bias is a serious danger in
structural analysis. Thus, we calculated an unbiased reference-free
alignment of the initially selected proteasomes, with representative
evolutionary steps displayed in Figure 4.6.

Template 1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 5th Iteration 7th Iteration 9th Iteration 13th Iteration

Figure 4.6: Evolutionary steps of the reference-free alignment of the initial
selection of proteasomes 7

Nuclear proteasomes concentrate at the nuclear periphery

One of the major advantages of going in situ is the cellular localiza-
tion of the identified macromolecules. Just from scanning the tomo-
grams, we found proteasomes all over the cytoplasm, but the majority
seemed to be present in the nucleus. As already discussed in section
4.1, this phenomenon has been previously observed in yeast. Figure
4.7 shows an example tomogram with proteasomes pasted at the posi-
tions determined by template matching. For further visualization, we
also added subtomogram averages of nuclear pore complexes (anal-
ysed as in the section on nuclear pore complexes, below), ATP Syn-
thases (template matched with a hand-picked de novo structure and
subsequent classification) and membrane-bound ribosomes. Unlike

7 adapted from [4]
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Nucleus

Cytoplasm

A B

Figure 4.7: (A) Overview slice through a tomogram, displaying the nucleus
and cytoplasm. Proteasomes are indicated as yellow, Nuclear pore com-
plexes (NPCs) as red arrows. (B) Corresponding segmentation with subto-
mogram averages pasted in for proteasomes (blue), NPCs (purple), ribo-
somes (40S white, 60S gray) and ATP Synthase (yellow). The nuclear enve-
lope and ER are visualized in gray and the mitochondria in orange. 7

proteasomes, ribosomes don’t have to be hand-picked due to their
larger size, high abundance and stronger signal. Several rounds of
unbiased classifications allow the selection of true positives from an
extensive extraction of candidates. Additional focused classification
and distance delimiters define their membrane-bound population.

To quantify the proteasome distribution, we measured the distance
of each nuclear and cytoplasmic proteasome to the nuclear envelope.
Concentrations were calculated by counting proteasomes in equally
spaced shells of known volume that originate from the nuclear enve-
lope. Figure 4.8 shows two interesting aspects.
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Figure 4.8: Concentration of proteasomes in shells from the inner and outer
nuclear membrane (y-axis) respectively, in the nucleoplasm (right) and cy-
toplasm (left). The inset shows a close-up of the two distinct peaks near the
inner nuclear membrane. 7

Whereas proteasomes are dispersed all over the cytoplasm and
nucleoplasm with equal mean concentrations of 157 nM and 156 nM
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respectively, proteasomes accumulate in two discrete peaks immedi-
ately adjacent to the inner nuclear membrane (INM). Interestingly, the
observed base concentration matches previously reported numbers
from rat neurons [7] and yeast [86]. However, we observe a dramatic
increase of proteasome concentration directly at the INM with two
spatially distinct peaks of 8.11 µM and 2.26 µM at 19 nm and 58 nm
distance, respectively. Whereas the accumulation of proteasomes at
the INM is not a unique phenomenon, as it has also been reported
in yeast and Drosophila S2 cells previously [108, 34, 121], our finding
expands the observation of nuclear localization to another kingdom
of eukaryotic life.

Nuclear proteasomes are fully assembled and functional active

We were able to show that proteasomes accumulate in the nucleus
and cluster at the nuclear periphery. However, two fundamental ques-
tions remain: how do they accumulate and why? To answer the first
question, we decided to investigate whether there was a structural ba-
sis for the spatially segregated population at the INM. One method to
tackle this question is classification. Proteasomes can be sorted accord-
ing to structural homogeneities to distinguish even small structural
subpopulations. We proceeded with our dataset of 3322 proteasomes
and were able to identify previously reported structures of assembly
states (double- and single capped) and functional states (ground and
processing) [114]. Additionally, we identified novel binding states that
include free proteasomes and two subpopulations of proteasomes
with an extra density, one of them bound to a membrane. Figure
4.9 shows the subtomogram averages of all three categories found by
classification. The respective resolutions are displayed in section B.1,
Figure B.1.

Binding StatesC
Free Basket-tethered

A Assembly States Functional StatesB
Double Cap Single Cap Ground Processing

Membrane-tethered

Figure 4.9: Classification of the nuclear and cytoplasmic proteasome popu-
lation reveals (A) assembly states (double-capped: purple, single-capped:
lavendar) (B) functional states (ground: green, processing: pink) (C) bind-
ing states (free: blue, basket-tethered: yellow, membrane-tethered: orange).
Subtomogram averages of each class are shown.7
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Apart from the assembly states, structural differences were exclu-
sively found at the 19S regulatory caps. We therefore cut the protea-
some in half, regarding each cap as an individual particle fit for aver-
aging and classification. Unlike for the single-capped proteasomes,
we were able to double the number of particles from the double-
capped proteasomes. A detailed description of the iterative classifi-
cation steps is shown in the tree diagram in Figure 4.10.

Proteasome Extraction

Subtomogram Average

Classi�cation

Single Cap Double Cap
False 

Positives

n= 4,192

Cut in Half

n= 2,112n= 1,210

Subtomogram Average

Classi�cation

Ground Processing Unknown?

Free Basket-
tethered

Classi�cation of Nuclear Proteasomes

Membrane- 
tethered

n= 5,498

n= 3,693 n= 1,156 n= 649

n= 2,116 n= 193 n= 1,076

n= 3,385Subtomogram Average

Figure 4.10: Proteasomes were initially classified for false positives and as-
sembly states. The remaining 3322 particles were cut in half and averaged.
These 5498 caps could subsequently be distinguished between processing
and binding states. 7

Whereas the classification into functional states allowed us to deter-
mine activity on a single protein level, we were highly interested in
the newly discovered binding states. Interestingly, rigid body fitting
of a near-atomic S1 model [114] revealed Rpn9 as the binding site
of basket- and membrane-tethered subpopulations 8, as displayed in
Figure 4.11.

Rpn 9

A
Focused Alignment

Membrane-tethered

Focused Alignment

Rpn 9

BBasket-tethered

Figure 4.11: Focused refinement (dashed circle) of the extra densities bound
to (A) basket-tethered and (B) mebrane-tethered proteasomes. Extra densi-
ties are identified by a fitted atomic model of the S1 state [114] and found
to localize at Rpn9 (Insets) 7

Rpn9 is a nonessential proteasomal subunit, which is known to
facilitate the incorporation of Rpn10 and assists in proteasome stabil-
ity [110]. Whereas Rpn10 acts as an ubiquitin receptor, Rpn9 has no

8 Names are given due to their localization, as explained in the following paragraph.
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such function and no well-characterized additional extra-proteasomal
interaction partners. Even though it might be possible that Rpn10 as-
sists Rpn9 in the binding of the extra density due to their neighbour-
ing positions, it is certain that the extra density doesn’t interfere with
ubiquitin binding. The supplementary figure B.2 in section B.1 shows
that all binding states have the same level of activity. Further char-
acterization of the tethered structures was attained by refining the
subtomogram averages with a focused mask on the extra density, as
shown in Figure 4.11. Thus, the density bound to the basket-tethered
caps was refined into a bifurcated extended structure, whereas the
extra density of the membrane-tethered caps separated into three dis-
tinct densities projecting from the membrane. A thin density tethers
the proteasome to only one of the three membrane-embedded densi-
ties. Further views of the extra density are provided in Figure B.3 in
section B.1. Roughly estimated, the linker of both proteasome caps is
between 20 kDa - 50 kDa and therefore quite small. Both its size and
apparent flexibility, prevent the determination of a higher-resolved
average.

In particular the presence of an extra density attached to a mem-
brane suggests a spatial correlation of structure and localization and
specific binding sites. In order to further investigate this hypothesis,
we calculated proteasome population statistics for the nucleus and
cytoplasm, as shown in Figure 4.12.

A Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Assembly
States 

Functional
States

Binding
States

64%
36%

66%

22%

12% ?
57%

34%

9%

61%
39%

69%

19%

12%
?

100%

B

Figure 4.12: Proteasome statistics of assembly, functional and binding states
are counted for the nucleus (top row) and cytoplasm (bottom row), respec-
tively. Additional to the white schematics, the colours code the different
states with the schema used in Figure 4.9. 7

The percentages of both assembly and functional states don’t differ
between the nucleus and the cytoplasm, with the majority of around
60 % double-capped and 70 % in the ground state. In addition to the
20 % active caps, around 10 % were not identifiable and consist of
mixed classes with unclear assignment due to bad quality or clas-
sification errors. Interestingly, we observe a drastic difference when
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comparing the frequency of binding states. Whereas in the nucleus
almost half of the population consists of tethered proteasomes (34 %
membrane-tethered and 9 % basket-tethered), the cytoplasmic popu-
lation is entirely comprised of free caps.

We followed this line of thought and measured the distances of
each nuclear proteasome to the INM, very similar to Figure 4.8, only
now, we distinguished between the three binding states. The result is
clear - we can reproduce the two peaks of accumulated proteasomes,
right at the INM, as shown in Figure 4.13 A. However, this time, we
noticed that each peak is formed by one structurally distinct subpopu-
lation of proteasome caps. The closest peak to the INM is made up of
membrane-tethered proteasomes, which also identifies the membrane
of the subtomogram average as the INM. The second peak consists of
the so-called basket-tethered proteasomes. In contrast to the tethered
proteasomes, the free proteasomes are dispersed all over the nucleus,
with a slight accumulation at its periphery.
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Figure 4.13: Distance measured of nuclear proteasomes to (A) the INM and
(B) the nearest NPC with membrane-tethered caps coloured orange, basket-
tethered caps in yellow and free caps displayed in blue. Both tethered pro-
teasome states only localize close to the INM and NPCs 7

This result supports the spatially separated populations with struc-
tural evidence. Whereas the membrane-bound caps are bound to
the INM, the basket-tethered proteasomes are still puzzling. Seem-
ingly unbound, they are found at a very defined distance of about
60 nm from the INM, but not in direct contact. We therefore mea-
sured the distance of all nuclear proteasomes to the nearest NPC
(Identification of NPCs described below), as displayed in Figure 4.13

B. Quite stunningly, we found both tethered proteasome states only
localized close to NPCs, again in two discrete peaks, only flipped
- the basket-tethered caps are located closer to the NPC than the
membrane-tethered caps. The free proteasomes meanwhile are dis-
persed over the nucleoplasm. Functioning as gateway between the
nucleus and cytoplasm and anchored in the nuclear envelope, the
120 MDa large NPC 9, provides the perfect candidate for anchoring
proteasomes. In order to understand the role of the NPC in protea-
some localization, we first had to dig deeper into the Chlamydomonas
NPC structure.

9 size in vertebrates
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A side story about Nuclear Pore Complexes

Nuclear pore complexes act as the mediators of nucleocytoplasmic
traffic within eukaryotic cells and are mostly conserved across all
eukaryotes [10]. The gigantic complex is constructed from ∼ 30 nu-
cleoporins (Nups), which in turn form various subcomplexes that as-
semble into two outer rings and one inner ring. The outer rings are lo-
cated in the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm respectively, while the inner
ring resides within the nuclear envelope and links both outer rings
together. The outer rings are stabilized by a scaffold of Y-complexes,
which arrange in 32 copies into two concentric, but shifted, sub-rings
in humans. We can additionally divide each ring into eight equal seg-
ments, so-called assymetric subunits. Figure 4.14 depicts the structure
of the human NPC [117] and the Y-complex.

Figure 4.14: Structure of the human NPC, built of a cytoplasmic, inner and
nuclear ring. The inset shows the molecular structure of the Y-complex and
the Nups that assemble together. 10

As our nuclear proteasome localization data hints towards an in-
volvement of the NPC in proteasome positioning, we decided to cal-
culate a subtomogram average of the Chlamydomonas NPC. Using the
structure and its position within the tomogram, we would be able
to clearly analyse the spatial correlation between proteasomes and
NPCs. However, obtaining a NPC structure is not an easy task, as
previous studies have shown [10]. Isolation of NPCs is biochemically
very challenging, whereas the disadvantages of in situ tomography
are low numbers and SNR. Nevertheless, previous work succeeded
in producing a highly resolved human stucture with cryo-ET, using a
workflow we adopted and modified [117]. Figure 4.15 shows the sub-
sequent steps of the challenging path towards a high-resolution NPC
structure. Already the first step needed adaption, as NPCs weren’t
properly recognized by usual template matching. This could be due
to the fact that NPCs vary in their diameter and ellipticity [116]. Thus,
instead of automated pattern recognition, we segmented NPCs man-
ually when segmenting the nuclear envelope (Figure 4.15 A). Even
with missing wedge effects, they very clearly appeared as holes in
the membrane and could therefore easily be localized. From the seg-
mented area, we were able to estimate the completeness of each NPC

10 adapted from [117]
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in terms of the percentage of a full elliptical cross-section; many NPCs
were incomplete, because they were cropped during the milling of
thin lamellas. For averaging, we only proceeded with NPCs that con-
tained at least 75 % of their structure. As the extracted particles had
random orientations and the cytoplasmic and nuclear sides of the
NPC were too similar to be aligned without prior angles, we started
the alignment manually by pre-orienting the particles (Figure 4.15

B). With all subtomograms roughly aligned to their cytoplasmic side,
we proceeded with subtomogram averaging in PyTom, exploiting the
NPC’s eight fold symmetry (Figure 4.15 C) [60]. Whereas the NPC
displays eight-fold symmetry on a low-resolution level, in truth, the
NPC is not a perfect circle, but a squeezed ellipse. Additionally, we
combined NPCs with different diameters into our global average. In
order to improve the resolution, we distinguished eight asymmetric
subunits per NPC and aligned each of them as a single particle (Fig-
ure 4.15 D). A separate alignment was performed additionally for
each ring - nuclear, inner and cytoplasmic - to enhance resolution
even further.

Identi�cation via segmentation

Cytoplasm

Nucleus

Manual Alignment

Symmetrized Average Asymmetric Subunit

8-fold 
Alignment

A B

C D

Figure 4.15: Workflow of NPC averaging: (A) Localization of NPCs via seg-
mentation (B) Manual alignment of the cytoplasmic and nuclear sides of
the NPC subtomograms (C) Subtomogram averaging with 8-fold symme-
try (D) Identification and alignment of asymmetric subunits. Structures
adapted from [4]

For visualization, we multiplied the resulting average of the asym-
metric unit to form a complete structure of the NPC, as shown in
Figure 4.16. Comparing it to the previously discussed human struc-
ture (Figure 4.17), we find striking differences in the overall archi-
tecture, despite the evolutionary conservation of the subcomplexes
and most components (human Y-complexes explain Chlamydomonas
ring densities very well). The first difference is the overall dimen-
sion, both in height and diameter. Whereas the outer diameter is
around 120 nm in both cases, the inner ring of the Chlamydomonas
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Figure 4.16: Subtomogram average of the Chlamydomonas NPC: (A) Cyto-
plasmic side (B) Nuclear side and (C) Membrane perspective. The corre-
sponding FSC curve is shown in (D) with the 0.143 cutoff determining the
resolution (dashed line). 7

structure is significantly dilated with a difference of 21 nm. However,
the whole Chlamydomonas structure is reduced in height by 20 nm, as
the outer rings are directly stacked onto the inner ring, unlike the
spaced human rings. The second striking observation concerns the Y-
complex assemblies that form the cytoplasmic ring. In human, both
outer rings are constructed from two circles of shifted Y-complexes.
Whereas we can observe this conformation in the Chlamydomonas nu-
clear ring, the cytoplasmic ring shows only one circle of Y-complexes.
Thus, the Chlamydomonas NPC has a highly assymetric architecture.

NPC-associated proteasomes bind to specific sites

With the exact localization and angular orientation of the NPCs de-
termined, we were able to analyse the relative positions and orien-
tations of the proteasomes. In order to draw a complete picture, we
deconstructed the arrangement of proteasomes and NPCs into two
dimensions. Figure 4.18 A illustrates the binding sites of the tethered
proteasomes in relation to the NPC. Plotting the distance to the nu-
clear membrane relative to the distance to the NPC center revealed
two completely distinct subpopulations with very defined localiza-
tion in two dimensions: from the INM and from the NPC. Using
relative positions, we were also able to sketch the NPC-proteasome
complex from the nuclear view, projecting all positions on the plane
of the NPC. The true 2D position of the proteasome in regard to the
NPC was found by defining a vector between the proteasome and the
NPC position. This vector was then rotated by the angles determined
from the subtomogram average, setting all proteasome positions into
the same frame of reference. These positions were then colour coded
as a heatmap, decoding proteasome localization probability around
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of the in situ (A) Chlamydomonas and (B) human
NPC, revealing striking differences in dimension and outer ring composi-
tion. 11

the NPC center. To obtain precise localization, we analysed the protea-
some positions in regard to the previously defined asymmetric sub-
unit and only symmetrized the result for visualization purposes in
Figure 4.18 B. Quite interestingly, all three proteasome binding states
show different distribution patterns. Whereas the free proteasome
caps are localized homogeneously around the NPC, both tethered
classes are organized in thin, concentric rings around the NPC. Con-
firming previous results, the basket-tethered proteasomes are located
closer to the NPC center than the membrane-tethered proteasomes.
Additionally, we observe that the basket-tethered population accumu-
lates in eight clusters around the NPC, following its symmetry. The
membrane-tethered class, however, shows a more even distribution
with at least two definable binding sites per asymmetric subunit.

The other interesting parameter to investigate when understand-
ing the NPC-proteasome relationship is the angular orientation. We
therefore measured the angles between the proteasome and the INM,
as well as the NPC center. Both angles could be determined with the
dot product of two vectors. We defined a vector along the long axis of
the proteasome and either a vector orthogonal to the INM or a vector
pointing from the NPC center to the proteasome center. Figure 4.19

A plots the angular distributions for all three binding states. Whereas
we observe a random angular distribution of the free proteasomes
relative to the INM and NPC, the tethered proteasomes are clearly
defined not only in position, but also orientation. The membrane-

11 adapted from [82]
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Figure 4.18: Proteasome positions relative to the NPC are projected (A) or-
thogonal (B) in plane of the NPC plane. Distinguishing basket-tethered
(yellow), membrane-tethered (orange) and free caps (blue) reveals differ-
ent distribution patterns. Unlike the tethered classes, no correlation with
the NPC was found for the free proteasomes. Both tethered classes are
completely spatially separated from each other and form rings around the
NPC with different diameters (basket-tethered proteasomes are closer to
the center). Whereas the basket-tethered proteasomes have eight binding
sites, the membrane-tethered caps show at least two sites per asymmetric
subunit. 7

tethered proteasomes feature a sharp peak at low angles relative to
the INM, whereas the basket-tethered caps are inclined at a larger
angle. Both proteasomes, however, face the NPC center with their
tethered caps. A glance at the actual data, confirms this arrangement.
In figure 4.19 B, we pasted the proteasome and NPC averages back
into the tomograms, using their angles and positions from subtomo-
gram averaging. We are able to immediately distinguish the NPC-
peripheral ring of membrane-tethered proteasomes and the slightly
tighter ring of basket-tethered proteasomes. More importantly, we
could recognize the NPC as the center point of both rings with all
tethered proteasomes inclined towards the NPC central channel. This
suggests that the NPC doesn’t only play a role in proteasome local-
ization, but is also related to their function.

What mediates the NPC association of the tethered proteasomes?

Before discussing function though, another question remains unasked:
how are the tethered proteasomes held at their specific positions? As
discussed in the previous sections, we suspected a structural basis
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Figure 4.19: (A) Angular orientations measured for all three binding states
(blue: free, yellow: basket-tethered, orange: membrane-tethered) relatived
to the INM (left) and the NPC center (right). Insets schematically draw
the vector measurement. (B) Examples of the NPC-proteasome complex
mapped into tomogram volumes, confirming both distance and angular
measurements. 7

for the localization of the tethered proteasomes. In the case of the
membrane-tethered proteasomes, the structure already solves part of
the mystery. The proteasome is directly tethered via a linker density
to the INM, explaining its distance and inclination. The multiple den-
sities protruding from the membrane suggest that the proteasome
is tethered by a membrane-embedded protein. Subsequent literature
research of membrane-bound proteasomes produced several hits in
yeast. An INM protein called Cut8 was found to anchor proteasomes
[107, 108, 20]. Interestingly, it is supposed to dimerize, possibly ex-
plaining the multiple densites protruding from the membrane in the
proteasome average, as well as the two binding sites per asymmet-
ric subunit found in the radial heatmaps in figure 4.18. In specific
cases, we were even able to identify pairs of membrane-tethered pro-
teasomes that were directly neighboured and oriented exactly paral-
lel to each other, giving further evidence towards a dimer structure of
the linker 12. Unfortunately however, there are a few inconsistencies
between our data and Cut8 as a linker protein. First, we were not able
to identify a homologue in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The conserva-
tion of Cut8 is indeed quite unclear, as homologue candidates were
only found in very few organisms including drosophila, fungi and
insects. Additionally, even for the homologues identified, there was

12 data not shown due to insufficient statistics
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only a low 20 % sequence similarity [107]. It is possible that more spe-
cific searches of the Cut8 proteasome binding domain might be more
successful than the full sequence BLAST, as performed previously.
The second issue is the unreported localization of Cut8. So far, only
its localization in the INM has been confirmed, but not a correlation
with NPCs. While Cut8 could possibly explain how the proteasome
is linked to the INM, we still need to answer how it is so strictly
positioned around the NPC. Third, Cut8 is supposed to bind the pro-
teasome at Rpn11, but our structure localizes the tether at Rpn9 (Fig-
ure 4.11). We should therefore expand our search of the linker to
other candidates. Another possibility is the Asi complex, which is
known to participate in ERAD, localize to the INM and interact with
proteasomes [40]. However, no homologue could be identified, nei-
ther does it explain the NPC localization. An interesting candidate
that interacts with the NPC itself, and therefore could mediate the
proteasome-NPC association, is Esc1 [83]. It was shown to interact
with the NPC and is also highly affiliated with proteasomes, suggest-
ing that it might be bound to free proteasomes as well. However, we
didn’t observe any extra density on free nuclear proteasomes, nor did
we succeed in identifying a homologue, making Esc1 a less likely can-
didate. Although we know exactly what properties the linker should
fulfill, additional experiments are required to identify this protein,
making use of the modern molecular and genetic tools available for
Chlamydomonas [65].

The basket-tethered proteasomes are a different case. Whereas their
linker protein seems to be related to the membrane-tethered caps’
tether (size, binding site), their cellular position is not as easily ex-
plained from the structure alone. Instead, we need to take their ex-
act localization into account. We know from distance measurements
in figure 4.18 that these proteasomes are positioned approximately
50 nm from the INM, directly on top of the NPC but seemingly float-
ing in the nucleoplasm. Here again, we looked at the NPC structure
to solve the mystery. Extending ∼ 40−80 nm from the INM, the nu-
clear basket is an integral part of the NPC complex [83, 70, 46, 63].
Whereas the NPC was successfully imaged and averaged with cryo-
electron tomography, it was not possible to resolve the basket, as it is
a filamentous, highly flexible structure (Figure 4.20).

With the known localization of the basket-tethered proteasomes
overlapping with the nuclear basket, we propose that they are teth-
ered to the nuclear basket, hence the name. In addition to the protea-
some positions, ring-like arrangement and eight-fold symmetry, we
were even able to directly visualize the basket filaments connecting
to the proteasomes. Figure 4.21 (A-H) shows a gallery of tomogram
slices through one NPC from different heights. In each image, we can
identify a basket filament, in some even attached to a proteasome. Fig-
ure 4.21 (I) shows a segmentation of the filaments, complemented by
averages of basket-tethered proteasomes and the NPC. Very clearly,
the proteasomes are bound to the filaments. This direct evidence is
supported by the ring-like arrangement of the proteasomes (Figure
4.21 J), where the bifurcated extra densities align to form the shape
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Figure 4.20: The basket is a filamentous structure extending into the nucleo-
plasm from the nuclear ring of the NPC.

of a ring, most likely the distal ring of the basket. From these pro-
teasome positions, we can fit an ellipse to estimate the basket shape
(figure 4.21 K), which shows flexibility in both ellipticity and transla-
tion, explaining the difficulties in averaging.

Related to the positioning of the proteasomes and the linker iden-
tity, is the recruitment process of tethered proteasomes to the NPC.
We hypothesize that the linker proteins are stationary at the respec-
tive binding sites and catch and release diffusing proteasomes, as we
don’t see any evidence of proteasomes bound by the tether spatially
away from the NPC, nor in the cytoplasm. Nevertheless, more definite
answers to this question would require a complementary technique
to resolve dynamics.

The lingering question: what function do the tethered proteasomes serve?

Our detailed structural description of the NPC-proteasome interac-
tion raises a crucial question: what purpose do the tethered protea-
somes serve? Why are proteasomes spatially organized, and why is
the NPC involved? At this point, we can only speculate. We propose
that the NPC is most likely the center of an extended degradation
cluster. Proteasomes are tethered to both the INM and basket, per-
fectly positioned to supervise the protein flow through the NPC. As
the NPC is the only connection between the outer and inner nuclear
membrane, and both membranes have very distinct protein composi-
tions, a well-working protein quality control system is needed, espe-
cially as proteins up to a certain size can freely diffuse through the
NPC [66]. For such a control mechanism, the proteasomes are ide-
ally positioned, as depicted in Figure 4.22. Whereas the membrane-
tethered proteasomes surveil the import or export of membrane pro-
teins, the basket-tethered proteasomes act as a checkpoint for soluble
proteins. Additionally, both nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins could
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Figure 4.21: (A-H) Gallery of slices through a tomogram, showing the bas-
ket filaments (red arrows) extending from an NPC (I) Subtomogram av-
erages of basket-tethered proteasomes (yellow) and the NPC (purple) are
pasted back into the cellular volume, together with the segmentation of the
filaments (red) and the INM (grey); proteasomes are bound to the basket-
filaments (J) Top view of two example NPCs (white silhouettes) with as-
sociated basket-tethered proteasomes (yellow). The extra densities (green
and blue) arrange in a ring, that can be fitted with an ellipse (K), revealing
the flexibility of the nuclear basket. 7

specifically be targeted to the NPC for destruction. Whereas the tar-
geting of nuclear proteins sounds more reasonable, also few exam-
ples have been found of cytoplasmic proteins that need to be im-
ported into the nucleus for degradation [47, 88, 90]. It also appears
that these degradation centers are not specific to a subset of NPCs,
as from all NPCs with more than 75 % volume contained in the to-
mogram, 40 % had associated basket-tethered proteasomes and 87 %
were surrounded by membrane-tethered proteasomes. While 39 % of
the NPCs were populated with both types of tethered proteasomes,
only 12 % had neither. Quite interestingly, not all the possible bind-
ing sites around the NPC are usually occupied. In average there are
3.3 ± 1.7 basket-tethered and 4.5 ± 2.6 membrane-tethered protea-
somes per NPC. Perhaps the additional binding sites are fully en-
gaged in cases of severe stress. A reason, why these extensive degra-
dation clusters, nor tethered proteasomes as in yeast, have not been
observed in mammalian cells yet, could be the closed mitosis that
Chlamydomonas and yeast cells share. As they lack a breakdown of
the nuclear envelope during cell division, it could make constant pro-
tein quality control necessary [28]. In the end however, no matter the
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Figure 4.22: Model for a degradation center surrounding the NPC:
membrane-tethered proteasomes (orange) are positioned for the surveil-
lance of imported and exported membrane proteins, whereas the basket-
tethered caps surveil the soluble proteins. Additonally, proteins can be
specifically targeted to the NPC for destruction. 7

hints we collected, the actual function can only be discovered by an
extended characterization of the proteins involved, using biochemical
and genetic tools.

4.3 a big dataset - but large enough?

Let’s take a step back and see what we actually did here. We were able
to mine in situ tomograms for specific proteins with a known struc-
ture in hand, using pattern recognition. In this manner, it was possible
to reliably extract proteasomes from their crowded surrounding envi-
ronment. With subtomogram averaging and classification, we were
able to distinguish different structural conformations and identify
new binding states that feature an extra density attached to the regu-
latory cap. Condemned to snapshots, frozen points in time, statistics
and numbers thus provide our only hints at dynamics. What makes
this project a stepping stone towards Visual Proteomics is not only its
in situ structural analysis, but its combination of structure and pre-
cise cellular localization. Only this combined analysis allowed us to
locate the tethered proteasomes at the NPC, where they build elabo-
rate degradation centers - a phenomenon not yet described, opening a
new field in the research of proteasomes and protein quality control.

Whereas there have been already studies investigating in situ struc-
tures of proteins, even proteasomes [7, 6], the size of this study is
unprecedented. Over 70 tomograms were included in the study and
about twice that number acquired. In a time when in situ cryo-ET
analysis is far from automation and regular excellent data quality
in all preparation steps, including vitrification, FIB milling and to-
mography, is hard to achieve, we were fortunate to work with a
huge dataset. And nothing less than excellent quality would suffice.
With an average of 50 proteasomes per tomogram (varying vastly be-
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tween cytoplasm and nucleoplasm), this large dataset was necessary.
Even so, our numbers of membrane-tethered and basket-tethered pro-
teasomes were reduced to about 700 and 200 particles, respectively.
Hence, small subpopulations can only be distinguished in a reason-
ably large dataset.

But was it large enough? Can we already reasonably claim that we
were able to perform Visual Proteomics? Whereas we already worked
with a large dataset, more particles certainly would have helped. How
many even less abundant states did we miss? Would we be able to
better identify the linker protein with more proteasomes to average,
thus addressing its flexibility with numbers? A completely different
issue is the data quality. Even with higher numbers, we encountered
analytical errors. Whereas the alignment errors are comparably small
for a protein complex like the proteasome, classification proved to be
a larger barrier. The classification error was previously estimated to
about 10−20 %, with the tendency rising for worse data quality. Par-
ticles were either not properly classified at all, or even falsely sorted.
One method to reduce this source of errors is to use iterative or hier-
archical classification. Even so, every classification step is error-prone.
In our case, we were able to overcome the classification error to a
certain extent. The subtomogram average of the membrane-tethered
proteasomes contained a prominent density for the INM. Assuming
the alignment to be correct, we were able to paste back the corre-
sponding proteasomes and sort out false positives by their incorrect
orientation relative to the real segmented INM. Although we could
thereby clean the membrane-tethered proteasome class, we were still
not immune against true positives sorted into the free class, or errors
in the basket-tethered class. Such a prominent structure like the INM
in the average, however, suggests a relatively low classification error.
Nevertheless, these uncertainties definitely blur any numeric analysis,
such as the distance and angle measurements. Like in most biologi-
cal studies, we also rely heavily on statistics to extract findings from
noisy and variable data.

Of course, we were only able to obtain such clear results for protein
complexes like proteasomes. The proteasome is large, has a unique
shape and is quite abundant in the cell - in short the ideal candi-
date, maybe only outmatched by the ribosome. A detailed functional
analysis was only possible because of previous in vitro structural and
biochemical work. Applying this approach to the reality of the cel-
lular environment presents a great challenge. In reality, we have a
menagerie of proteins, many of which are uncharacterised, all crowd-
ing together in one space. In reality, we have proteins of every size
and abundance. So let us take one step more towards Visual Pro-
teomics and explore the boundaries of protein recognition in situ. In
the following Chapter 5, we move towards the limit in resolution and
particle size, while attempting to explore a whole extended interac-
tion network.
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5.1 the biology : erad

Newly synthesized polypeptide chains need to be properly folded
into their 3D structures, or even assembled into multi-protein com-
plexes, to be fully functional. This process is catalysed by chaperones
that bind and stabilize intermediates in the folding process. Chap-
erones purely function as assistants though, helping bring forth the
final conformation of the protein that is encoded in the amino acid
sequence [25]. About a third of the proteins are folded in the ER [97].
Folding is not only essential for proteins to perform their destined
task in the cell; misfolding is equally harmful. Dysfunction in folding
leads to protein aggregation and ER stress that induces a stress re-
sponse (Unfolded Protein Response) [118] and is the cause of numer-
ous human diseases [52]. One measure to prevent protein aggregation
and thus stress, is the efficient degradation of the misfolded proteins
- a task assumed by ER-associated degradation, in short ERAD.

ER-associated degradation

ERAD is a safety mechanism of the cell, employed to monitor the
folding of both soluble and membrane proteins in the ER. Figure 5.1
depicts its pathway.

Figure 5.1: ERAD: newly synthesized proteins are translated into the ER
and are subsequently folded. If the folding is correct, they are secreted and
transported to their destination via the Golgi. If not, they can aggregate,
resulting in ER stress, or be degraded. The major degradation pathway
is ERAD. Targets are retranslocated into the cytoplasm and become sub-
strates of the UPS.
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A major site of protein biogenesis is the rough ER, named for the
cytosolic ribosomes decorating large portions of the ER membrane.
The polypeptide chains, newly synthesized by the ribosome, enter
the ER in an unfolded state through the Sec61 translocon, a protein
conducting channel [91]. They adopt their 3D conformation in the
ER lumen after a series of chaperone-assisted folding steps and post-
translational modifications. Only then can the proteins fulfill their
function. Often, a proper conformation does not only include its fold-
ing, but also its assembly into a protein complex [14]. Once a protein
has successfully passed the folding steps, it is packed into secretory
vesicles and transported via the Golgi to its cellular or extracellular
destination. As folding is a complex process, however, some proteins
fail to assume their native conformations [55] Such misfolding can
be caused by mutations, a substochiometric assembly of the protein
complex, stressed cellular conditions such as heat, or even a shortage
of chaperones [97]. To avoid stress and ultimately pathogenic conse-
quences, ERAD acts as a major disposal mechanism. ERAD substrates
are retained in the ER, as the time scale of residency contributes to
the degradation signal [19]. This is a parameter to be carefully tuned,
as a fine balance between accumulation of misfolded states and pre-
degradation of folding intermediates is to be maintained [52]. Once
scheduled for degradation, the substrate is retranslocated into the cy-
toplasm, where it is degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system.

The ERAD key players

Figure 5.2: Different ERAD pathways exist in yeast, depending on the local-
ization of the misfolded domain: ERAD-C (misfolding on the cytoplasmic
side) is mediated by the Doa10 complex, whereas ERAD-L (misfolding on
the luminal side) and ERAD-M (misfolding on the membrane side) is di-
rected by the Hrd1 complex 1

For ERAD to occur, the substrate needs to be retranslocated across
the lipid membrane into the cytosol. Retranslocation occurs in multi-
ple pathways, which in yeast are defined by the type, or better said

1 adapted from [97]
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localization of the misfolding, as sketched in Figure 5.2. The mis-
folding can be located either in the cytoplasmic, luminal, or mem-
brane domain, targeting the proteins to ERAD-C, ERAD-L and ERAD-
M, respectively [18]. These pathways revolve around a membrane-
embedded complex, which is named after its center E3 ligase. In
case of ERAD-L and ERAD-M, first, the misfolded proteins are re-
translocated into the cytoplasm and subsequently ubiquitinated by
the retranslocation channel Hrd1, whereas ERAD-C doesn’t need re-
translocation, and is ubiquitinated by the Doa10 complex instead [18].
Mammalian cells are in comparison more complex, as a large variety
of E3 complexes participate in ERAD and no affinity towards either
E3 can be characterized in general [97].

With part of the substrate exposed in the cytosol, its full extraction
from the membrane is achieved by the ATPase activity of the type II
AAA-ATPase complex Cdc48 [125, 64]. Cdc48 is recruited by Ubx2

proteins present in the ER membrane, adjacent to Hrd1 [19]. Upon
ubiquitination of the substrates, Cdc48 segregates the proteins from
the membrane and then delivers the extracted substrates to the cy-
tosolic proteasomes, which in turn are responsible for the final degra-
dation. Quite interestingly, for some substrates, it has been shown
that the membrane extraction can also be perfomed by the protea-
some itself [72].

Cdc48 - a protein upstream of the proteasome

The degradation is executed by the proteasome, but preceded by
Cdc48 as an extractor and mediator. Cdc48, or its mammalian ho-
mologue p97, acts as a segregase of protein un-/folding, primarily
on ubiquitin-tagged substrates that are ultimately targeted to the 26S
proteasome [126]. By the partial unfolding, a loosely folded segment
is exposed that can be engaged by the proteasome. As a type II AAA-
ATPase, Cdc48 consists of two ATPase domains D1 and D2 that are
stacked concentrically on top of each other [9], as shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Single particle structure of the Cdc48 complex, consisting of two
stacked ATPase units D1 and D2. 2

2 adapted from [9]
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Each domain is a hexamer with highly similar structure, but differ-
ent function. D1 contributes to the assembly of the complex, whereas
D2 serves as the major force of ATPase activity. The extensive N-
terminal domain is linked to the D1 ring by a flexible polypeptide seg-
ment, whereas D2 is extended by a short C-terminal tail [126]. Cdc48
interacts with a wide variety of co-factors, mostly via its N-domain.
These co-factors serve multiple functions, like ubiquitin recognition
and removal, linking to substrate or ensure specific cellular compart-
ment localization [126]. Throughout its functional cycle, Cdc48 under-
goes several conformational changes, including rotational movements
and the opening of its central channel. It was also shown that the
N-domains can assume unsynchronized up or down positions [102].
Structural analysis of the Valosin-containing protein-like ATPase of
the Thermoplasma acidophilum, the archaeal homologue of Cdc48,
shows a staircase formation in its activated state [61].

Cdc48 is not only involved as an unfoldase in the protein qual-
ity control at the ER, but also at the mitochondria (Mitochondria
associated degradation), maintaining mitochondrial protein homeosta-
sis [58], and at ribosomes, by extracting polypeptides from stalled
ribosomes upon defective mRNA translation (Ribosome associated
degradation) [15]. To serve its broad function, Cdc48 can be found
throughout the cell. As a soluble protein, it is mostly located in the
cytosol, but also on organelle membranes, such as the ER [128], Golgi
[1] and mitochondira [124]. Additionally, it is found in the nucleus,
assisting chromatin associated processes and nuclear protein quality
control [74].

5.2 catching erad in action

Previously, we characterized the nuclear proteasome population, lead-
ing to the discovery of a novel degradation mechanism. Merely com-
bining the information about the proteasome structural states and
their localization, already identified tethered degradation clusters at
the NPC. However, protein complexes within the cell do not func-
tion in isolation, but are embedded in an intricate network of inter-
acting and mutually influencing proteins. In order to therefore fully
characterize and understand a biological system, we have to involve
the functional neighbours as well. In this study, we focus on ERAD,
where surely, proteasomes play a major role, but are supported by
other factors, including Cdc48.

Proteasomes cluster at the ER

Whereas Chapter 4 is focused around nuclear proteasomes, in the
following we complement the cellular picture with an investigation
of cytosolic proteasomes. In the previous study we acquired a sig-
nificant number of tomograms containing cytoplasm that were used
for cytosolic proteasome characterization. Proteasome identification
and classification, however, was performed together with the nuclear
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dataset, ensuring a finer and more sensitive analysis due to the larger
size of the dataset. Whereas further classification of the nuclear pro-
teasomes yielded two types of novel binding states, classification of
the cytosolic proteasomes only, did not reveal any other significant
structural states. We therefore sought to understand the localization
of the cytosplasmic population instead, using the positions and an-
gles refined from template matching and subsequent subtomogram
averaging. Whereas proteasomes were found distributed all over the
cytoplasm, we were in particular interested in a couple of tomograms
featuring the extended network of the ER. Figure 5.4 shows the six
examples with proteasomes mapped in a segmented tomogram, re-
vealing extensive accumulations of proteasomes located next to the
ER membrane.

Figure 5.4: Six examples of proteasome clusters (red), surrounded by free
(light blue) and membrane-bound ribosomes (dark blue) and Cdc48 (yel-
low) at the ER (grey). The Golgi is segmented dark grey and the mitochon-
dria and chloroplast in white.

In order to confirm the clustering behaviour of the cytosolic protea-
somes, we compared the nearest neighbour distances of all cytosolic
proteasomes with simulated data, where we randomly mapped the
same number of proteasomes into the same cellular volumes. Fig-
ure 5.5 A shows a significant non-random accumulation of cytosolic
proteasomes. Cluster-associated proteasomes could subsequently be
defined by an automatic k-means algorithm and thus distinguished
from the rest of the cytosolic proteasome population. The cluster sizes
ranged between 19 and 42 proteasomes, arranged in dense flattened
clouds with a major axis length of about 200 nm, as PCA shows in
Figure 5.5 B. The relative dimensions of the cluster can be estimated
by comparing the variance covered by the first, second and third prin-
cipal component. For a purely spherical cluster shape, all three com-
ponents would have the same value, adding up to 100 % of the cluster
variance. Our data in contrast is a flattened globular cluster.
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Figure 5.5: Proteasomes cluster at the ER, as evident from a nearest neigh-
bour distance analysis of cytosolic proteasomes, compared to a random
distribution (A). The proteasome clusters are shaped as flattened globular
clouds, as determined by PCA (B).

The detection of these clusters of course only raises more questions,
the first and most pressing of which is simply: what are they? And
here, in situ strikes again - we know where they are. Indeed, the clus-
ters seem to be quite specifically located at the rough ER membrane,
and judging from the examples in Figure 5.4, spatially segregated
from the vesicle budding area of the Golgi. We therefore propose that
we were able to visualize ERAD - a hypothesis that is investigated in
the following paragraphs.

The elusive Cdc48 and how to find it

Figure 5.6: Proteins involved in ERAD regions are proteasomes (red), ribo-
somes (blue) and Cdc48 (yellow), as shown in tomographic data (A). (B-C)
Proteasomes and Cdc48 are indicated with coloured arrows in zoomed im-
ages of the yellow box above. Subtomogram averages of all structures are
displayed in (E) and pasted back into the tomogram in (D).
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The first step to verify this hypothesis is to examine the clustered
proteasomes in relation to their environment. We therefore sought
to identify other key players of ERAD, as visualized in Figure 5.6.
Apart from proteasomes, we also identified ribosomes and Cdc48
(FSC curves shown in the Appendix, Figure B.4). Ribosomes were
localized by template matching with a yeast single particle ribosome
structure (EMD-2858 [24]) that had its small subunit masked. Subse-
quent peak extraction by cross-correlation delivered a first set of pos-
sible candidates, that were classified by CPCA [41] for the recovered
presence of the small subunit, thus distinguishing noise from false
picks. Finally, membrane-bound ribosomes were sorted from free ri-
bosomes by a distance threshold, followed by focused classification.

Figure 5.7: Iterative classification scheme to thoroughly identify Cdc48 in
the proteasome cluster-containing tomograms

As discussed above, Cdc48 is a key player in ERAD, acting up-
stream of the proteasome. However, resolving Cdc48 with an atomic
mass of only about 500 kDa, advanced us right to the limit of the tech-
nique’s capabilities. In fact, it is the smallest soluble protein identified
by in situ tomography yet. This decrease in particle size goes hand in
hand with analytical issues. To achieve selective and comprehensive
identification, we thus took several measures after template match-
ing with a single particle structure (EMD-3326 [102]). We manually
screened our top hits very generously, in order not to miss any pro-
teins within the cytoplasm. Of course, visual identification in case of
Cdc48 is not as reliable, as it is in case of the proteasome. Cdcd48
is smaller and has a less distinguished shape, as there are several
other type II AAA-ATPases within the cell. In order to avoid the
extraction of other type II AAA-ATPases, we used a stringent clas-
sification scheme, as drawn in Figure 5.7. Iterative classification and
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extraction of the dataset lead to the identification of 789 Cdc48 com-
plexes. Here, we prioritized the comprehensive detection of all Cdc48
present within the six example cluster tomograms, supported by the
high-quality particles identified in other cytosolic tomograms.
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Figure 5.8: Subtomogram average of Cdc48: A) FSC curve with resolution
cutoff at 0.143 B) Rotational autocorrelation symmetry curve, revealing six-
fold symmetry C) Comparison of activated, staircase single particle cryo-
EM structure with our unsymmetrized average, revealed a mixed popula-
tion of actived and ground state Cdc48.

Figure 5.8 shows the FSC curve of Cdc48, averaged to a resolu-
tion of 32 Å. Calculating the cross correlation values between the av-
erage and its rotated structure produced a symmetry curve, reflect-
ing the six-fold C1 symmetry of the protein complex. The complex
however, is only symmetric in its ground state [102, 9]. In its acti-
vated state, it takes a non-symmetric staircase formation instead [61].
The subtomogram average calculated without symmetry also shows
non-symmetrical elements, as displayed in Figure 5.8 C. We thus pro-
pose that our dataset contains a mix of both populations. Subsequent
classification, however, did not yield any reliable further distinction,
undoubtedly so due to the small size of Cdc48.

1st Iteration 2nd Iteration 3rd Iteration 5th Iteration 7th Iteration 11th Iteration 20th Iterationtemplate

A

Figure 5.9: Reference free alignment of Cdc48 with symmetry

In particular because of these difficulties, we decided to verify the
identification of Cdc48. Figure 5.9 shows the symmetrized reference
free alignment of the extracted proteins, resulting in an average that
resembles the single particle structure of Cdc48. Additionally, we sub-
jected our Chlamydomonas sample to whole-cell mass spectroscopy
(details in the Supplement, Chapter A). To measure protein abun-
dance, we plotted intensity versus iBAQ values for a number of pro-
teasome and ribosome subunits, as well as the Cdc48 hexamer in
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Figure 5.10 A. Additionally, we also identified two other major type
II AAA-ATPase, NSF and Pex1/6. This allowed the comparison of
relative abundances within the cell. Figure 5.10 B normalizes the re-
spective iBAQ values of NSF and Pex1/6 to Cdc48, establishing its
dominance in abundance. Thus, even if template matching acciden-
tally picked up other type II ATPases, the largest majority by far is
formed by Cdc48, thus representing only a minor error. Moreover, we
compared the cytosolic concentrations of ribosomes, proteasomes and
Cdc48 identified in our six cluster tomograms to the respective iBAQ
values from the proteomic analysis, all normalized to the respective
ribosome values. Figure 5.10 C shows that the Cdc48 levels are com-
parable, indicating that the majority of the particles we identified in
situ are indeed Cdc48. The proteasome concentration is reduced com-
pared to the proteomics, however, as a large quantity is localized in
the nucleus, which was not included in this cryo-ET analysis.

Figure 5.10: The whole-cell proteome is shown in grey with proteasome
subunits marked in red, ribosome subunits in blue, the Cdc48 hexamer in
yellow, NSF in light and Pex1/6 in dark green (A). Comparison of iBAQ
values, normalized to the Cdc48 level (B). Comparison of iBAQ values and
in situ concentrations, normalized to the ribosome values (C). Cdc48 levels
are comparable and dominate NSF and Pex1/6 abundance.
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ERAD key players accumulate at degradation centers...

With the identification of not only proteasomes and ribosomes, but
also Cdc48, we were able to draw a more comprehensive picture of
the ER-associated proteasome clusters. Figure 5.11 covers the popu-
lations of all three complexes in greater detail. Visualization of the
ER membrane adjacent to the cluster revealed two major conclusions.
First, Cdc48 localizes around and within the proteasome cluster. Sec-
ond, the proteasome cluster is a ribosome-void region – in the cy-
tosolic volume, as well as on the adjacent ER membrane patch, ribo-
somes are excluded. This phenomena of accumulated proteasomes,
displacing free and membrane-bound ribosomes, was observed in all
detected examples (Figure 5.12). The exact spatial organization of the
protein accumulations can be evaluated by measuring the concentra-
tions of each protein complex radially from the centroid of the protea-
some cluster (Figure 5.11 B). The spatial segregation of proteasomes
and ribosomes was confirmed, with the ribosome concentrations re-
covering to cytosolic levels at the cluster border. Cdc48 in contrast, is
found throughout the cluster and the surrounding ribosome region,
but peaks at the periphery of the cluster with a five-fold increase.
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Figure 5.11: (A) Cytosolic front view of an ER membrane patch with (top)
and without (bottom) proteasome cluster displayed. (B) Concentration ra-
dially outward from the cluster centroids, showing displacement of ribo-
somes. Clustering of Cdc48 is proven by distance analysis between all pro-
teasomes and Cdc48 (C) and the cumulative distribution function of their
nearest neighbour only (D).

To show that Cdc48 not only locates at the proteasome accumula-
tion, but also clusters there statistically compared to the rest of its
cytosolic population, we calculated the distances from each protea-
some to each Cdc48 within the tomogram. This distance distribution
was compared to a randomly simulated Cdc48 positions, in order to
identify a clustering behavior (Figure 5.11 C). Whereas the distance
distribution of non-cluster cytosolic proteasomes shows a random
character, there is a clear non-random peak at small distances when
evaluating cluster proteasomes only, indicating an accumulation of
Cdc48 at the proteasome cluster. High statistical significance for this
clustering was proven by comparing the first order cumulative distri-
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Figure 5.12: Cytosolic front views of ER membranes adjacent to proteasome
cluster for all six examples, showing the ribosome displacement.

bution function of cluster proteasomes and Cdc48 to a random sim-
ulation with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, as displayed in Figure 5.11

D. As an additional negative control, we calculated the distances of
each proteasome to all cytosolic ribosomes for cluster and non-cluster
proteasomes respectively, displaying the expected random character
for both populations (Figure 5.13). Thus, as proteasomes and Cdc48
cluster together at the ER, we can speak not only about proteasome
clusters, but about degradation centers instead.
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Figure 5.13: Distance analysis of all proteasomes to all ribosomes shows no
correlation
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... and are functionally active

There remains a crucial question. What is the purpose of these clus-
ters? And more specifically, what is the function of these protea-
somes? To take a first step towards the answer, we decided to examine
the cluster proteasome states, comparing them to the non-cluster cy-
tosolic proteasome population, as displayed in Figure 5.14 A. Interest-
ingly, we see an increased percentage of double-capped proteasomes
of 80 % in the cluster, in contrast to 61 % in the rest of the cytosol.
Such an increased frequency of double-capped proteasomes indicates
a higher degradation capacity and was also recently found in other
proteasome accumulations at neurodegenerative aggregates [53]. The
functional states of the proteasome caps, however, show very similar
distributions both inside and outside the cluster, with the majority
of about 70 % in the ground state and only 18 % in the processing
state. Whereas the overall functional states already demonstrate that
the cluster proteasomes are indeed active, we further analysed the
distribution of states throughout the cluster. To do so, we counted
the percentage of processing caps as a function of distance from the
ER membrane (Figure 5.14 B). Strikingly, we find a statistically signif-
icant higher fraction of processing caps (50 %) within 20 nm of the ER
membrane.

Figure 5.14: Assembly and functional states are compared between cluster
and cytoplasmic proteasomes (A) showing a higher percentage of pro-
cessing caps within 20 nm of the ER membrane (B). Alignment of the
ER-proximal proteasomes reveals an extra density at the proteasome’s
substrate-binding site (Inset), which when pasted back into the tomogram
is anchored to the ER membrane (C). Proteasomes are red, extra densities
are orange.

Intrigued, we decided to further investigate the pool of ER-proximal
proteasomes. Upon averaging of all proteasome caps within 20 nm of
the membrane, the subtomogram average featured an extra density.
Figure 5.14 compares the extra density average to a molecular model
of the S1 proteasome, locating the density at the substrate receiving
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site of the proteasome. Even more compelling, when pasted back into
the cellular volumes (Figure 5.14 C), all processing caps of the pool
were oriented towards the ER with the substrate anchored in the ER-
membrane. This observation further supports that these degradation
centers are actively degrading misfolded ER proteins.

The statistics of ER-associated proteasomes are small; we therefore
carefully performed a stochastic experiment. We tested with which
probability we can draw 14 proteasome caps - the size of the ER-
associated pool - from the rest of the proteasome caps present within
the cluster. Essentially, this is a simple urn experiment without order
and replacement and can therefore be written as a sum of all proba-
bilities:

∑
k1,...,kn

P(X1 = k1) + ... + P(Xn = kn) = ∑
k1,...,kn

(N1
k1
)...(Nn

kn
)

(N
n )

(5.1)

with drawn sample size: k1 + ... + kn = n and pool size: N.

In our case, we have three states, k1, k2, k3, corresponding to ground,
processing and unidentified caps. Writing out all of these combina-
tions analytically is quite lengthy, so at first we only took two states
- processing and ground - into account. In this case we can write the
probability as follows:

∑
k1=7:14,k2=1:7

P(X1 = k1) + P(X2 = k2) = ∑
k1=7:14,k2=1:7

(N1
k1
)(N2

k2
)

(N
n )

(5.2)

with number of processing caps >20 nm N1 = 29, number of ground
caps >20 nm N1 = 130, number of caps >20 nm N = 159, number of
drawn processing caps k1 = 7 : 14, number of drawn ground caps
k2 = 1 : 7 and number of drawn caps n = k1 + k2 = 14.

The result shows only a 0.3 % probability to actually draw more
than 50 % processing states for 14 caps out of 159 caps of the pool
>20 nm. Of course, so far, we didn’t take the unidentified caps into
account, but neglected their influence. Our approximation is based
on the small number, and therefore small effect, of this third uniden-
tified class of caps. In order to justify this simplification, we ran a
numerical simulation, as shown in Figure 5.15. We randomly drew
an increasing number of caps out of the complete pool, including
the unidentified caps, and repeated this one thousand times. We per-
formed the same calculation with the cropped pool of processing and
ground caps only. In both cases, we were able to calculate the prob-
ability to draw more than 50 % processing caps, with only a negligi-
ble difference in the third decimal, as shown in Figure 5.15. We thus
can neglect the unidentified caps and conclude that the ER-associated
pool has a highly significant increase in processing caps.
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Figure 5.15: The probability of drawing a sample of proteasomes with more
than 50 % processing caps from the ER-associated pool (<20 nm from ER
membrane) are evaluated over different sample sizes. The probability in
blue was determined by 1000 numerical simulations from a whole pool, in-
cluding unidentified caps. In red, the probability was instead analytically
calculated from a pool of only ground and processing caps, using an urn
model without replacement and order. The arrow indicates the 14 protea-
some caps closer than 20 nm.

ERAD is organized in degradation centers

We have identified cytosolic degradation centers that consist of an
inner core of active proteasomes encased by a loose shell of Cdc48,
floating in an ocean of cytosolic ribosomes, as imaged in Figure 5.16.
Positioned right at the ER membrane, the proteasome cluster is in
direct contact with a ribosome-free patch of the ER. Thus, we believe
that we have visualized cellular ERAD for the first time. There are two
major lines of argumentation we followed to draw this conclusion:
1) Proteasomes and Cdc48, two fundamental components of ERAD,
cluster together at the ER membrane 2) Cluster proteasomes are ev-
idently active, as are presumably a fraction of the cluster-associated
Cdc48, with the non-symmetric average resembling the active stair-
case conformation.

Additionally, we found proteasomes in direct contact with the mem-
brane, evidently pulling substrate from the ER and maybe even en-
gaging the E3 ligase complexes themselves. Our findings therefore
indicate an additional ERAD pathway, sidestepping the membrane
extraction via Cdc48. The localization of Cdc48 is quite curious, as
even if clustered and in a 4:5 ratio with the cluster proteasomes, they
are loosely organized up to 270 nm around the proteasome core and
not primarily located at the ER membrane, as displayed in Figure
5.17. Judging from its supposed role in extraction of substrate from
the ER membrane, we would have expected a larger concentration
of Cdc48 at the ER. Although template matching may have missed
some Cdc48 complexes in contact with the membrane, visual inspec-
tion confirms that there are not many possible densities that could
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Figure 5.16: ERAD is organized in degradation microcompartments, consist-
ing of proteasome clusters close to the ER membrane, encased in a loose
shell of Cdc48. Ribosomes are excluded from these degradation centers.

have avoided detection. Other possible explanations could be that
the Cdc48-ER interaction occurs on a short time scale, sequestering a
large population of Cdc48 at the membrane, or that the degradation
microcompartments represent late-stage ERAD with most substrates
already extracted and the rest engaged by the proteasomes directly.

Figure 5.17: Distances to the ER membrane from (B) cytosolic, non-cluster
Cdc48 (yellow), compared to a random distribution, (C) cluster Cdc48 (yel-
low) and cluster proteasomes (red), as sketched in (A).

Spatial segregation allows efficient degradation

Apart from the interactions between the ERAD main players, the lo-
calization of the proteasome cluster is quite interesting in itself. This
study is the first to show the organization of ERAD in very defined
foci of proteasomes and Cdc48 along the ER membrane. More so, we
could position these ERAD clusters at the opposite side of the ER
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from the ER-Golgi exit interface, thanks to the highly organized cel-
lular architecture of Chlamydomonas [62]. This defined localization of
the clusters might also play a role in directing function. Proteins can
either be redirected to the ER-COPII exit sites and to the Golgi, or
retained at the ERAD domains to be degraded instead. Thus, the mis-
folded proteins can be spatially segregated from anterograde traffic
through the secretory system.

However, it seems that we only just scratched the surface. We have
shown that ERAD organizes in well-defined and -positioned clusters
along the ER membrane. A simple, yet efficient, measure to concen-
trate degradation to a few hot spots and ensure the concentration of
the proteins involved in ERAD. The fact that also not only the cy-
tosolic volume, but also the membrane patch is void from ribosomes,
gives the respective E3-ligase machineries the possibility to accumu-
late at the site of the degradation cluster. Maybe, here we hold the key
to the cell’s capability to perform efficient and comprehensive ERAD:
subcellular organization.

From our observations, however, many more questions arise. How
are these cluster formed? How are the proteasomes held together,
and, even more, how are they retained at the ER membrane? It is
unclear, whether proteasomes are specifically shuttled to form the
cluster or captured after diffusion. Clear however, is that those protea-
somes displace ribosomes completely, creating a phase separation on
a micro-scale. ERAD is not the only example of liquid-liquid phase
separation, but proteasomes are also known to assemble with free
ubiquitin into proteasome storage granules in quiescent cells [33]. Ex-
actly how this phase separation is maintained though, remains up to
speculation; previously characterized phase separated compartments
were shown to undergo condensation regulated by disordered pro-
teins [76]. Further research should shed light into the nature of the
ERAD microcompartments, as well as the organization and function
of the proteins involved.

5.3 biological pathways are complex - how to identify

all the key players

What is the lesson learnt from this study? Similar to the previous
chapter, we again combined structural and positional insights to char-
acterize a proteasome population - in this case the cytosolic protea-
somes. We were able to deduce their clustering behaviour at the ER
membrane, and even their activity, which increases adjacent to the
ER. However, in order to understand the purpose of these clusters, it
was not enough to investigate proteasomes alone. Thus, we included
ribosomes and Cdc48. Only by localizing all three macromolecules
were we able to identify the proteasome clusters as ERAD foci. This
study illustrates how in order to draw conclusions, we have to take
functionally neighboured protein complexes into account and charac-
terize the complete molecular environment; cellular mechanisms are
hardly ever performed by a few protein complexes in isolation.
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However, this study only marks the first step on the path to a com-
plete functional characterization of a mechanism by in situ cryo-ET.
The major issue is the complexity of molecular environments, which
are comprised by a multitude of components. In situ structural anal-
ysis by cryo-ET depends on the ability to determine structures of the
protein complexes based on the information contained in the tomo-
grams. In order to successfully calculate a structure, however, sev-
eral criteria have to be met that might be hard to satisfy for some
macromolecules, thus preventing a full structural characterization of
all protein complexes involved. The most prominent issues are com-
plex size, structural heterogeneity, cellular abundance or localization
(for example, membrane proteins), several of which we faced with
Cdc48. With only 500 kDa of mass, Cdc48 is right at the resolution
limit for current in situ cryo-ET analysis. Its size presents a consider-
able challenge, as particle identification is performed on twice-binned
tomograms with a pixel size of 1.368 nm, in order to provide suffi-
cient contrast. For comparison, Cdc48 has a diameter of about 13 nm,
and thus is only 10 px wide when attempting to identify it. Addi-
tionally, several structurally similar type II ATPases exist within the
cell, which might equally be picked up by template matching. Hence,
identification, averaging and classification were all challenging. The
answer in the case of Cdc48 was manual sorting combined with it-
erative rounds of matching, sorting and classifying. Whereas we suc-
cessfully identified Cdc48 and managed to calculate a subtomogram
average that matched the high-resolution cryo-EM structure, any ef-
fort to identify different functional states of Cdc48 resulted in clas-
sification by missing wedge only. While we encountered our limits
with the current technical possibilities, there are many proteins that
are harder to find, whether because they are smaller, less unique in
shape or less abundant.

Granted, structural analysis of known protein complexes can be
challenging. However, we face an even greater challenge when we are
looking for complexes for which we have no structural information
yet. Template matching searches volumes for specific structures and
thus can only find what it is looking for. The next step to approach
true Visual Proteomics is therefore to extend our search further. There
are two roads we could possibly follow to reach our goal. First, the
tomograms could be matched with all templates that can possibly be
generated from the combined archives of the EMDB and PDB. No
question, we would extract an extensive amount of information. Nev-
ertheless, we still did not pick up structurally uncharacterized or hith-
erto unknown protein complexes. Here, the second option comes into
play. Instead of using template matching, we could search for all pat-
terns within the volume. Subsequent classification could sort different
protein classes and maybe compare to known structures, identifying
both known and unknown proteins together. Machine learning holds
great promise for this template-free approach [127, 123]. Chapter 6

describes one example of novel structure determination, without the
aid of known structural templates.
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6
I N T R A C I S T E R N A L L I N K E R S I N T H E G O L G I

6.1 the biology : the golgi aparatus

The Golgi and electron microscopy have a shared history, two com-
panions on a mutual path. Ever since its discovery by Camillo Golgi
back in 1897, the Golgi apparatus was the object of constant contro-
versy. Its existence was doubted for half a century and only proven
with the application of electron microscopy to cellular material. EM
has also played a key role in elucidating its structure and function
[38]. It seems only appropriate that this tradition continues with the
next ground-breaking technical development in EM: in situ cryo-ET.

The Golgi architecture ...

Figure 6.1: The Chlamydomonas Golgi visualized by in situ cryo-electron to-
mography. Architecture shown in (A) tomogram slice and (B) correspond-
ing segmentation.1

The Golgi consists of multiple stacked disc-like membrane-enclosed
compartments, called cisternae, and surrounding vesicles. The num-
ber of cisternae varies between organisms, Chlamydomonas in turn has
a very characteristic morphology of nine parallel cisternae [32], as de-
picted in Figure 6.1. The Golgi can be separated into different regions:
cis, medial, trans and the trans-golgi network (TGN), according to
structure and function [31]. The trans-cisternae differ by their thin-
ner center region, narrowing to a thickness of only 18 nm-19 nm [32].
How this distance is maintained, however, is not entirely clear. Recent
research proposes that an osmotic pressure caused by acidification of
the trans-cisternae, as opposed to a structural mechanism, is the ma-
jor driving force of compression [105].

1 adapted from [17]
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... and how it is connected to its function

The Golgi’s primary function is the glycosylation of cargo proteins,
which it helps sort, package into vesciles and direct to their final
destinations. Cargo proteins flow unidirectionally through the Golgi,
directed by the Golgi’s polar architecture. Newly folded proteins en-
ter the Golgi from the cis side, which directly faces the rough ER.
While moving along the Golgi, the proteins are modified with carbo-
hydrates and phosphates, until they are packaged into vesicles that
bud from the periphery of the trans-Golgi stacks and are trafficked to
a variety of cellular locations [25]. Protein flow within the secretory
system is controlled by coated vesicles. Anterograde transport from
the ER to the Golgi is mediated by COPII-coated vesicles, whereas
retrograde transport within and from the cis side of the Golgi to the
ER is directed by COPI coats. Proteins exiting from the TGN in turn
are transported by clathrin coated vesicles to their final cellular and
extracellular destinations. How the proteins travel between the cister-
nae along the Golgi, however, is still under debate. Two mechanisms
have been proposed, which may both take place: vesicular transport
between the cisternae and cisternal progression, where proteins are
indirectly transported with the moving cisternae.

6.2 intracisternal linkers maintain the narrow lumi-
nal space

Our knowledge of cell biology is limited to well-characterized pro-
teins and pathways. With every tomogram recorded in situ, we ob-
serve new structures, new interactions, a new world. It is therefore
crucial to not only investigate known proteins, as shown in the pre-
vious chapters, but research novel structures as well. Driven by the
force of most great discoveries - by accident - we observed novel struc-
tures in the Golgi, gaining new insights into the mechanisms that
shape cisternae architecture. In this study, we demonstrate how to
generate a de novo structure of a previously uncharacterised protein
complex.

Transmembrane proteins found in the cisternae

In the course of building an extended Chlamydomonas in situ dataset,
we also obtained several tomograms of the Golgi. We were able to con-
firm the defined architecture of nine parallel cisternae, which change
width from the cis to the trans side, but were also able to image the
vesicular transport around the Golgi, even resolving coat proteins.
Our attention, however, was immediately drawn to repeating intracis-
ternal densities within the trans-Golgi, with the most prominent ex-
ample shown in Figure 6.2. Another example is featured in Chapter
B.3, Figure B.5. The densities consists of luminal, membrane embed-
ded proteins that build a regular, but asymmetric pattern. Along the
cisternae, the densities protruding from the membrane feature highly
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Figure 6.2: (A) Slice through an in situ tomogram of the Chlamydomonas
Golgi, (B) Enlarged view of the boxed region in A, showing details of the
intracisternal densities. tsm: trans-side membrane, csm: cis-side membrane.
Scale bar: 200 nm in A and 50 nm in B. 2

regular alternating structures. There seem to be two types of proteins
arranged in an array: long densities, spanning the entire cisternae
and short densities, only reaching halfway into the lumen. Both pro-
teins are embedded in the membrane on the cis side of the cisterna.
The long and the short proteins alternate in a highly regular fash-
ion, as supported by the Fourier transform of the array in Figure 6.3.
Regular patterns can easily be identified in Fourier space; the reg-
ularity of the array was therefore determined to be 5.9 nm between
adjacent proteins and 11.8 nm between alternating long or short re-
peats. To demonstrate that the respective Fourier peaks belong to the
protein array, we masked the different peaks in Fourier space, which
removed the alternation, the whole protein array, or the membrane in
Realspace. Quite strikingly, the array is not only highly regular, but
also quite extended in all dimensions along the cisternae, forming a
large field of connectors (Figure B.5). Figure 6.4 A-C display their lo-
calization within the Golgi. Slicing through the trans-most cisterna in
z as soon as the luminal space contracts to its characteristic narrow
spacing, protein densities start to appear over the complete length
of the narrow region. Whereas the arrays are restricted to the nar-
row region, their concentrations within this region varies, as further
supported by Figure 6.4 D. Positions were determined by template
matching, as further detailed below, and projected along z to form a
two dimensional heatmap.

2 adapted from [35]
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Figure 6.3: Fourier analysis of the protein array: Fourier image of the array
(left) and the Realspace equivalent (right). When removing features from
the Fourier space, also patterns are removed from the array. 2

Subtomogram averaging reveals array structure

As these protein arrays only appear in narrow luminal regions and
interconnect the two cisterna membranes, the conclusion that their
structure and localization is connected with the mechanism of main-
taining the narrow space of trans-cisternae is quite plausible. In order
to validate and further investigate the role of the protein arrays, we
decided to structurally analyse the densities by subtomogram averag-
ing. However, the strategy to obtain a structure described in the pre-
vious chapters, is only partially applicable. The significant difference
is obviously the unknown identity of the protein arrays - we therefore
cannot build a suitable template from crystal or cryo-EM structures.
Instead, we have to design a de novo template in an iterative process.
In the first step, we defined a box around a clearly visible part of the
array. The box included both cisterna membranes, as well as several
repeats of the protein array. They key is to use a large enough box
in the first step, as due to the unknown properties of the structure,
it is unclear what dimensions the respective unit cell has. We then
used this initial particle to perform template matching. Extracting
the top hits, we only picked the very best particles by visual inspec-
tion. A subsequent subtomogram average with PyTom produced the
template for the next iteration. With each iteration, more and more
good quality hits were found, improving the template and therefore
the structure until the array was completely sampled.

We were able to extract 244 subvolumes from the trans-Golgi of the
tomogram in Figure 6.2. Due to the regularity we had already deter-
mined in Fourier space, we were able to tightly sample the array by
using translational symmetry in both x and y dimensions along the
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Figure 6.4: Protein arrays are localized to the narrow membrane regions
(A-C) in the trans-Golgi (D). (A-C) shows a gallery of z slices, (D) shows
a heatmap of protein array localization. The heatmap corresponds to the
Golgi shown in Figure 6.2. 2

membrane. The resulting subtomogram average is shown in Figure
6.5 A-B, revealing a strikingly intricate array of luminal protrusions.
Interestingly, we identified different proteins embedded in the trans-
and cis- side bilayers. Moving from cis to trans, we first encounter al-
ternating luminal protrusions of 5.5 nm and 3.5 nm height, anchored
in the 5 nm thick cis-side bilayer. The 5.5 nm protrusions contact op-
posing 2.5 nm high protrusions embedded in the 5.5 nm thick trans-
side bilayer. This pattern is maintained throughout the network, as
shown in Figure 6.5 F. Cross-correlating each subtomogram with the
average and its mirrored structure reveals a unidirectional orientation
of the array - cis and trans proteins are restricted to their respective
membranes. Quite strikingly, not only is the array polar, with differ-
ent proteins on the cis and trans sides, but it is also highly asym-
metric, as the two sides display a completely different organization
(Figure 6.5 C-D). The cis-side proteins are organized in long parallel
rows, alternating between the long and short projections. In contrast,
the trans-side membrane is covered in an interlocked meshwork of
equally high projections that are tilted by about 10° relative to the cis-
network. Both networks contact each other at regularly spaced junc-
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tions between the long cis- proteins and the trans-protein meshwork
(Figure 6.5E). These junctions form y-shaped connections between the
cis and trans sides of the lumen every 11.8 nm laterally and 10.3 nm
along the protein rows, linking the cisternae together. This interlock-
ing zipper-like conformation hints towards a role of the arrays in
maintaining luminal spacing.

Figure 6.5: Symmetrized subtomogram average of intracisternal protein ar-
rays shown as (A) gray value z-slices through the average with density
shown in white, and (B-E) segmented average (trans-side membrane: yel-
low with 2.5 nm high luminal projections: orange and magenta, cis-side
membrane: cyan with 5.5 nm and 3.5 nm high alternating projections: blue
and green. (C-D) Luminal views of the respective cisterna membranes
with embedded proteins, connection sites marked by white asterisks. (E) Y-
shaped junctions between cis-and trans-side protrusions (F) Polarity study
of the subtomograms, confirming cis and trans characteristic protrusions.
Cross correlation of each subtomogram with the average or its mirrored
structure shows significantly higher values in the original orientation. As
a comparison, a second tomogram was analysed (right). 2

How cell trafficking is guided by maintaining narrow intracisternal dis-
tances

Quite evidently, the protein arrays are correlated with narrow cister-
nae. The causality remains uncertain. Do the zipper-like connections
between the luminal projections induce the narrow spacing, or do the
proteins require the narrow luminal gap to form arrays? Maybe, it
is even a combination of both mechanisms. Narrow luminal distance
facilitates array formation and the cisterna is then locked into its char-
acteristic diameter once the array is formed. Two major questions re-
main. First, how exactly is this zipper-like interaction made possible?
In other words, what proteins are able to form these extended arrays?
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Second, what biological function do these arrays serve? Why is it im-
portant for the trans-cisternae to have locked narrow central regions?

Figure 6.6: Dimensions of glycosoltransferase luminal domains (bottom row)
roughly match the dimensions of the protrusions in the subtromogram
average (top). 2

Addressing the first question is impeded by the technique. Whereas
we can determine a structure from the tomograms, the resolution
of in situ cryo-electron tomography doesn’t allow direct identifica-
tion of proteins from the subtomogram average alone. Protein iden-
tity can only be achieved by comparing subtomogram averages with
known high-resolution structures. In our case no structure is known,
so all we can do is interpret the average in light of other known pro-
teins that linke membranes together. The asymmetric, but neverthe-
less highly regular, nature of the linker array is quite unique. Other ex-
amples of membrane zippers are either symmetric (including myelin
[81] and connexin-mediated gap junctions [75]), or not as regularly
organized (membrane adhesions, including synapses [45, 5]). Previ-
ously, only a few low-resolution descriptions of linkers within the
Golgi [44] exist, but literature provided us with a feasible candidate.
We propose that the linkers are glycosoltransferases, transmembrane
proteins with their large catalytic domain located in the Golgi lumen
[84]. These enzymes add sugars to glycoproteins that are shuttled
through the Golgi and are known to form arrays of hetero-oligomers
by direct interaction or mutual substrate binding [78]. Additionally,
as shown in Figure 6.6, the dimensions would roughly fit the array
density of the subtomogram average.
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As for its function, we suggest that the array helps maintaining
the intraluminal distance, even if osmotic forces narrow the distance
in the first place. We know that the protein arrays are of significant
importance, as 37 % of the narrow cisternae surface area is covered.
We propose that the linkers have a direct influence on protein traf-
fic, as sketched in Figure 6.7. Proteins originate in the ER and are
transported via vesicles to the Golgi, where they move from the cis
to the trans side. In order to enable vesicular packaging by budding,
the peripheral localization of the proteins needs to be ensured. The
narrow, array-filled regions of the central trans-Golgi may exclude
mature cargo, diverting protein flow to the periphery, where cargo
proteins can be packed into vesicles and guided to their final desti-
nations. Apart from the trafficking logistics, a tight oligomerization
of glycosoltransferases could locally increase substrate concentration,
thus accelerating their reaction.

Figure 6.7: Cargo originates in the ER and flows through the Golgi from the
cis to the trans side. Supposedly, protein traffic is redirected to the outer
regions of the trans-cisternae by the locked center region, to be packed into
vesicles and further transported to their cellular destinations. 2

6.3 novel protein detection within barriers - what do

about membranes?

Novel structures are exciting - it is an adventure to discover what they
will look like and what their identity turns out to be. In the case of the
Golgi, we observed intracisternal linkers that were restricted to the
trans-Golgi. We were able to template match with a de novo template,
and therefore extract their positions and structure. The intracisternal
densities form a highly regular, extended membrane-embedded pro-
tein array, which is polar. The cis side of the array differs in protein
composition and organization from the trans side of the array. Both
sides connect at regular protein junctions. This zipper-like fusion of
the lumen might play an important role in protein traffic within the
Golgi, enabling vesicular packaging of mature cargo.
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We were able to characterize a novel structure without any prior
knowledge, revealing functional insights. What we still can’t do, how-
ever, is unequivocally assign molecular identity. Although overall di-
mensions of candidates can be compared to the average, in situ av-
eraging doesn’t provide sufficient resolution to properly fit molecu-
lar models to confirm identity. We have made significant progress
towards Visual Proteomics. We can statistically evaluate protein pop-
ulations, structurally characterize even small protein complexes and
analyse completely unknown structures de novo. Nevertheless, there
remains much to be done, and I am not only talking about the chal-
lenge of protein identification. In situ structural analysis struggles
with proteins of a small population size, or crowded and disruptive
environments. In case of the Golgi project, we faced both. Our dataset
was fairly limited, restricting the number of particles. As FIB milling
is performed without precise targeting, we cannot direct the lamella
to cut the Golgi in the proper slice, making the protein arrays visible.
Instead, it is a game of chance, where the tiny linker structures do
not only require a central slice of the Golgi, but also its proper ori-
entation to be visible. Additionally, the linker proteins are partially
embedded in two luminal membranes. In the detection and averag-
ing of structures, membranes complicate the analysis. For one, tem-
plate matching picks up membranes preferably, occasionally even to
true hits, due to their strong density producing high cross-correlation
values. Even when masking membranes from template matching, the
small size of the luminal parts of the linkers makes detection difficult.
Knowing their location helps; the search could be restricted to the
lumen only, resulting in successful template matching. Subtomogram
averaging however, can be dominated by the membrane density, pre-
venting alignment of the protein structure. Although the membrane
density can be erased from each subtomogram, the resulting density
might be too small for proper alignment, especially when a large part
of the protein is anchored in the membrane. Faced with these chal-
lenges, only one tomogram was of good enough quality to align the
linker densities and create a subtomogram average.

A strategy to counter membrane issues was recently pursued in the
context of photosynthetic complexes, embedded in thylakoid mem-
branes. Whereas the identity of the complexes is known and their
structures solved, their cytoplasmic domains are far too small to be
identified by template matching. The solution is the ’Membranogram’
[111]. Tomogram density is projected onto the plane of the membrane,
thereby visualizing the densities embedded in the membrane. Man-
ually, or even automatically, particles can therefore be clicked and
localized, by moving in z from the membrane and comparing the
density to the structure in question. Whereas it requires high qual-
ity tomograms, a protein shape distinguishable by eye and manual
selection, membranograms provide a compelling additional possibil-
ity to analyse and more than anything visualize membrane-bound
proteins.
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A P E R F E C T I N S I T U S T O RY

So how would a perfect in situ study look like, or in other words,
what have we learnt from our previous studies? Let’s start with the or-
ganism. What type of cellular material is preferable for cryo-electron
tomography? Here, there are several points to consider.

• Sample preparation

Two crucial steps need to be properly executed for high-quality
data: sample freezing and thinning. Vitrification sets a size limit
on the cellular material, which is 10 µm for plunge freezing
and is only expandable using high pressure freezing. Success-
ful FIB milling, in turn, is determined by many different factors
[100]. Naturally, homogeneous vitrification without contamina-
tion from transfer and preparation steps is absolutely manda-
tory. It is, however, also cell type dependant. The cell size de-
termines wether one cell or a cell cluster is included in a single
lamella. Cells therefore need to be spread over the grid to keep
them from aggregating [100].

• Imaging quality

The next step is tomography and quite essential. Image qual-
ity is, after all, the basis of any subsequent structural analysis.
One requirement is a stable, thin and unperturbed lamella. Any
cracks and wobbly behaviour may lead to charging and mechan-
ical movement that can blur the image. Contamination distorts
and overlays the underlying structure. Even if a high contrast to-
mogram is acquired, alignment can still have trouble. Contrast
and the prevention of large shifts are only few of the decid-
ing parameters. Also, the cellular feature of interest influences
the result. In case of large, featureless organelles like vacuoles,
or some high-feature structures like centrioles, patch tracking
struggles. Not to be underestimated is molecular crowding -
a parameter describing the protein density within the cell. In
highly crowded cells, single protein complexes are difficult to
distinguish, preventing a high-resolution structure determina-
tion. Yeast, for example, has high molecular crowding, which
we observed as a major struggle in its structural analysis.

• Cellular properties

The choice of sample plays an important role, not only for op-
timal cryo-preparation and imaging, but also in the subsequent
analysis. As only a small fraction of the cell can be captured
in one tomogram, cells with highly organized and reproducible
architecture can easily be compared from tomogram to tomo-
gram and combined into a large dataset. Knowledge about the
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cellular features also facilitates proper targeting of the record
area in the microscope. A cell that can additionally be manipu-
lated biochemically or genetically to obtain specific conditions,
allows screening and functional biological analysis.

Once the sample has been imaged, the proteins of interest are anal-
ysed. Template matching extracts the proteins and localizes them, ei-
ther by using previously established 3D models or de novo structures.
The top hits are evaluated by cross-correlation and subsequent peak
extraction - however, cellular tomograms contain many high density
structures, including membranes and contaminations, as well as sim-
ilarly shaped protein complexes that might be picked as well. Sorting
of the true positives is not trivial, but there are several strategies that
can be employed.

• CCC values

As the top candidates are identified and extracted using con-
straint cross-correlation as a metric. Employing its scoring val-
ues as a threshold can help remove false positives. This is an
unbiased method, providing a general filter based on how well
each volume matched the template. When plotting the CCC val-
ues of all top hits as a histogram, usually a wide spectrum of
gaussian distributed, low-scoring background can be found, fol-
lowed by a sharp peak of high-scoring potential candidates. The
intersection of these peaks can be used as a threshold and only
the high peak is selected for further analysis. When setting the
threshold, it is important to oversample the expected protein
number to find a balance between high-scoring false positives
and low-scoring true positives, which shouldn’t be missed. Here
lies also the caveat of the method - there are many high-density
objects that result in a high-scoring value when purely mea-
sured by cross-correlation. This is especially an issue for small
proteins of a not very unique shape or proteins with low con-
centrations.

• Manual screening

In these cases, we have to refer to an additional controlling
unit - manual screening. There are several tools contained in
the PyTom package (stackbrowser) and the CHIMERA software
(Chimera Chooser) that enable visual sorting. The first displays
all picked subtomograms as an image gallery along one axis,
which can be switched between x, y and z. Quite handy is the
rotation function, which orients each subtomogram to match
the reference. Comparison to projections of the reference can
help the decision process. The other method shows the picked
particle in the context of the whole tomogram. This is in partic-
ular useful, if cellular localization can be used to reject falsely
placed candidates. Cellular organelles are easily identifiable, as
well as falsely picked structures like membranes and other com-
plexes easily excluded.
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• Classification

A final method, which should always follow the previously de-
scribed strategies, is classification. It is a powerful tool that can
not only be used to distinguish structural conformations of the
proteins investigated, but also sort out false positives. Here, a
general rule is to highly oversample the number of classes ex-
pected, as they are defined by the largest differences in the
dataset, and noise can easily be sorted into the actual class aver-
ages.

After identification of the initial working set of subtomograms, the
structural characterization is performed with subtomogram averag-
ing. Here, the outcome is strongly dependant on the number of par-
ticles, their size and shape (translational or rotational symmetry that
can be exploited) and structural flexibility.

• Protein concentrations

Both the extraction and averaging of macromolecules are highly
dependant on particle numbers. In the case of high contrast to-
mograms (phase plate imaging) and large particles, a few hun-
dred particles are sufficient to generate a reasonable structure.
High-resolution, however, requires thousands of particles until
a plateau is reached and the resolution is limited by other fac-
tors, such as alignment errors and pixel size. When the protein
complex is present in various conformational states, the number
of particles required to resolve the different conformations rises
steeply. Low-abundance complexes can therefore only be saved
by the acquisition of many tomograms of good quality - a very
time-intensive and therefore usually limiting measure in situ.

• Tips and tricks

Whereas the previously described measures lay the basis of
structural analysis, there are several tips and tricks that can be
used to improve structural characterization. First, the individual
shape of the particle can be exploited - potential rotational and
translational symmetries might artificially increase the number
of particles in the limited dataset. Also, if a certain orientation
(e.g. along a filament) is known, angular search can be restricted,
resulting in a faster and more precise calculation. In general,
as a first step, a globular (and at best unbiased reference-free
alignment) angular search is used to roughly align the subtomo-
grams. Subsequent iterative alignments can then be restricted
to a local angular domain, refining the structure. Negative in-
fluence on the resolution can be prevented by using classifica-
tion to distinguish conformational states and thereby sort apart
structural heterogeneity. Additionally, high tilts in a tilt series
typically carry less information, but add high dose distorted
images. For initial template matching and alignment, they are
essential, as they extend the 3D information and minimalize
the missing wedge. However, as soon as a sufficiently large,
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well-aligned dataset is assembled, the high tilts can be either
down-weighted or fully excluded, resulting in higher resolution
structures.

In conclusion, each biological sample and each protein complex has
its own particular strengths and weaknesses. The optimal strategy
can only be found by iterative testing. Here, we described a general
concept that should serve as a basic strategy, a guideline to follow
towards successful in situ analysis. Whereas automation is still not a
reality for the analysis of in situ cryo-electron tomograms, the path to
the perfect structure combines all the creativity and wits a scientist
could wish for. And once the positions of the proteins are confirmed
and their structural state, and therefore function, determined, the pos-
sibilities for biological discoveries are enormous. The world of in situ
structural biology is wide open.
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M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

a.1 cell culture

All studies in this thesis were conducted with Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii cells. We used the mat3-4 cells (CC-3994) provided from the
Chlamydomonas Resource Center of the University of Minnesota [113].
This particular Chlamydomonas mutant has a smaller size of 5 µm,
compared to the wild type of 10 µm, due to a shortened growth
phase - a property that improves vitrification during plunge-freezing.
Prior to harvesting, cells were grown in Tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP)
medium on the bench with constant light conditions (approximately
90 µmol photons m-2s-1) and bubbled with normal atmosphere. Cells
were frozen in midlog phase.

a.2 cryo sample preparation

In order to prepare the sample for cryo-electron tomography, the cell
solution had to be frozen onto an EM grid. We used R2/1 carbon-
coated 200-mesh copper grids from Quantifoil Micro Tools. 4 µl of
suspended cells with a concentration of 1000 cells/µl were blotted
onto the grids and plunge-frozen in a liquid ethane/propane mix-
ture using the Vitrobot Mark 4 from FEI. Grids were clipped into
Autogrid support frames and transferred to the dual-beam FIB/SEM
instrument, either a FEI Scios or Quanta model. As a first step, the
grids were coated with an organometallic platinum layer by a gas
injection system. Iteratively, slices of 100 nm - 300 nm thickness were
cut into the cells by a gallium ion beam. This so-called lamella could
then be imaged in 3D by cryo-electron tomography.

a.3 microscopy

All data was acquired with a 300 kV Titan Krios TEM by FEI. Tomog-
raphy was performed by tilting the sample and acquiring an image
every 2° in movie mode at 12 frames/s, using the SerialEM software
[77]. Due to mechanical limits, the stage can only be tilted between
approximately −60° and 60° in different acquisition schemes. Most
tomograms were acquired in two halfs, starting around 0° inclination,
taking the pretilt of the lamella into account. Whereas the advantage
is a dose concentration on the initial low tilts, the alignment between
the halfs can introduce errors. Some tomograms were therefore ac-
quired in one go, distributing the initial dose on the high tilts initially.
We used a pixel size of 0.342 nm at a defocus of around −5 µm, bal-
ancing high-resolution, field of view and contrast. In order to avoid
dose damage of the sample, we limited the total accumulated dose to
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approximately 100 e-/Å2. The Titan was additionally equipped with
a Gatan postcolumn energy filter and a K2 summit direct detector
camera from Gatan.

a.4 mass spectroscopy

In order to compare the cellular abundance of proteasomes, ribo-
somes and Cdc48, we subjected a cell sample to mass spectroscopy,
performed by the MPI core facility (Nagarjun Nagaraj). The cell pel-
lets were first lysed in a 3 ml buffer solution, which contains 1 %
sodium deoycholate, 20 mM TCEP and in 25 mM Tris solved 3 mM
chloroacetamide at a pH of 8.5. Further preparation included a twice
repeated 2 min heating at 95 ◦C and subsequent sonication in a Biorup-
tor sonicator (Daignode) at maximum power of 10 cycles at 30 s pulses.
After a complete lysis was ensured, 100 µl of the aliquot was first en-
riched with 100 µl LC-MS grade water, then vortexed and incubated
at 37 ◦C for 30 min. After an overnight digestion of the reduced and
alkylated sample with 4 µg trypsin, SDC was precipitated by acidi-
fication at a final concentration of trifluoroacetic acid. The resulting
supernatant was finally used for the purification steps and fraction-
ated in a SCX StageTip [92]. The purified fractions were then loaded
into a column of 15 cm length and 75 µm width from New Objec-
tive, which was filled with C18 reprosil beads of 1.9 µm diameter (Dr
Maisch GmbH). After a 140 min elution over a gradient, the peptides
were directly sprayed into a bench top orbitrap mass spectrometer (Q
Exactive HF, Thermo Scientific) [80]. Finally, we used data-dependent
acquisition and subjected the top 15 precursors to HCD based frag-
mentation [85].

We used the MaxQuant computational platform (version 1.6.0.15)
for raw data processing [26] and searched against the complete Chlamy-
domonas proteome derived from version 5.5 of the genome [79] with
the Andromeda search engine [27]. Here, we set the initial parent ion
mass deviation to 6 ppm and filtered all results at a 1 % false identi-
fication rate. Finally, in order to compare the concentrations for the
different proteins, we generated iBAQ values [103].

a.5 image analysis

Tomogram Reconstruction

Prior to tomogram reconstruction, the raw frame stacks from the K2

director were drift-corrected and aligned to each other, using Motion-
Cor2 [129]. Each image was divided into 3x3 patches, which align
separately and compressed into a single image. All images are then
further processed with IMOD [69]. The image stack was aligned with
patch tracking - the image is divided into several boxes that are
tracked throughout the tilt series, producing traces, along which the
images can be aligned. Additionally, we manually deleted traces and
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tilts that restricted tomogram reconstruction quality. After alignment,
we reconstructed tomograms with weighted back projection.

Not every tomogram was used to build the database; the data
was instead sorted by stringent quality criteria. One criterion was
the alignment quality of the tomogram during patch tracking. The
alignment is judged by a fitting score, which is minimized by the it-
erative alignment steps, under consideration of a second parameter
that describes the ratio of known to unknown variables. The score
goes hand in hand with tomogram reconstruction quality, as worse
alignment blurs the tomogram features and was therefore used as an
initial threshold. Bad alignment can be caused by unforeseen shifts
during tilt series acquisition, thick lamellas that yield low SNR, or
empty cellular patches in the tomogram that don’t present any fea-
tures to track during alignment. Another criterion to reject tomo-
grams was the power spectra of the tilt images. Each image in the
stack was Fourier transformed and the resulting power spectrum dis-
played. Single tilts without visible thon rings, or distorted rings due
to astigmatism or drift could be discarded, and in worst cases, even
whole tomograms were rejected. Figure A.1 shows a comparison be-
tween a high and low quality tomogram.
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Figure A.1: Comparison of power spectra of bad quality tilts (top) and good
quality tilts (bottom). In the first case, astigmatism and movements distort
the circular form of the PSF and cause the disappearance of thon rings,
indicators of high resolution.

Template Matching

Protein complexes were found by template matching in the tomo-
grams [42] using down-filtered single particle structures. In case of
novel structures, we defined a reference from the tomogram manually.
For increased contrast and decreased computing time, we performed
template matching on twice-binned, non-CTF corrected, inverted to-
mograms of a pixel size of 1.368 nm with the PyTom Software [60].
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A tight mask around the reference ensured the exclusion of noise
around the density. Template matching produces a scores file, con-
taining the cross correlation (CC) values for each pixel and an angles
file with the angle that has the highest CC value per pixel. Peak ex-
traction found the top peaks within the tomogram, whereas we heav-
ily oversampled the expected number of proteins in order to pick
up all true particles within the tomogram. In order not to repick the
same protein, we defined a radius around the initial pick, masking
the scores volume for further picks. Presented with the twice-binned
subtomograms and their corresponding angles, the particles could be
displayed as an image gallery to perform manual sorting in the Py-
Tom stackbrowser. Alternatively, the picks could be visualized within
the tomogram in Chimera. In case of large, contrast-rich complexes,
like the ribosome, manual sorting could be avoided and the initial
picks were extracted by CC thresholding instead.

Subtomogram Averaging

Once the initial dataset is identified by template matching, a structure
can be calculated by subtomogram averaging. To do so, we recon-
structed the tomograms unbinned. In this thesis, we used a combina-
tion of PyTom and Relion [12] to perform further structural analysis.
In case of averaging with PyTom, we additionally corrected the un-
binned tomograms for their CTF in IMOD and normalized them in
Matlab. Subsequent averaging can either be performed by Realspace
or Spherical Harmonics Alignment (FRM) [23]. Subtomograms are
first subjected to FRM in order to establish a first average and get
initial orientations. After the globular search, realspace alignment
is used for angular and translational refinement by a local search.
For Relion, in contrast, we refrained from CTF correction in IMOD,
as subtomograms are reconstructed uncorrected from the unbinned
aligned image stack and normalized on the background signal in-
ternally. Additional volumes containing a CTF model are created by
CTFFIND4 [96] and used during averaging. Here as well, we per-
formed a globular angular search, before refining locally. After each
alignment procedure, we used the post processing method to refine
the structure further. Resolution was determined by gold-standard
Fourier shell correlation (FSC) and the 0.143 cutoff criterion. In case
of PyTom averages, FSC curves were calculated by cross-correlation
of the average and a high-resolution single particle cryo-EM density.
Both averaging methods can be adjusted to the specific needs of the
protein in question, such as adding symmetry or orientation.

A justified concern with structural analysis is template bias. Pro-
teins are extracted after searching for a particular reference and later
averaged and aligned to a structure as well. In order to exclude picked
noise and make sure that the particles actually are the searched pro-
tein complex, as a first step, the subtomograms are averaged reference-
free. Randomly oriented particles are initially aligned to a sphere, and
if successful, align to produce the protein structure in the end. Once
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the dataset has passed this initial test, in the following alignment
steps, a reference can be used to gain higher resolution.

Classification

In order to sort out false positives or distinguish between different
conformational states of the protein complexes, iterative classification
can be used. Classification can be performed either in Relion or in
PyTom. in PyTom we used either CPCA (constrained-PCA) [41] or
autofocused 3D classifiation AC3D [21]. The first method calculates
a correlation matrix for all subtomograms that can be evaluated with
different numbers of classes. For the second classification scheme, the
number of classes has to be defined at the start. However, after each
classification round, particles are aligned by FRM. Usually, we per-
formed several rounds of classification to properly clean the dataset.
Using tight masks on special features of the protein complex, allows
focused classification for specific conformations.
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Figure B.1: Fourier shell correlation curves for classified proteasome subto-
mogram averages of (1st row) initial average and assembly states, (2nd
row) functional states and (3rd row) binding states. Each resolution was
calculated by the 0.143 cutoff criterion, indicated by the dashed line. 1

1 adapted from [4]
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Figure B.2: Nuclear and cytoplasmic proteasomes are statistically analysed
and divided into first, binding states and second, functional states. The In-
set at the top depicts the colour legend. The pie diagrams show the statis-
tics for all proteasome caps. As double-capped proteasomes have two caps,
which can assume different states, we compared both functional states of
single proteasomes in the table in the bottom row. Boxes in yellow show
higher percentages, boxes in blue lower percentages, when compared to
uncorrelated proteasome caps. 2

2 adapted from [4]
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B Membrane-tethered A Basket-tethered 

Figure B.3: Rotational views of the (A) basket-tethered and (B) membrane-
tethered cap with refined extra densities and fitted molecular model of the
S1 state [114] 3

3 adapted from [4]
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b.2 chapter 5 : er-associated proteasomes

Figure B.4: FSC curves of all ERAD key players: (A) Proteasomes, (B) Cdc48,
(C) ribosomes with molecular models fitted with rigid body fitting (PDB-
5MP9 [119], PDB-5FTK [9], PDB-3J78 [106]).
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b.3 chapter 6 : intracisternal linkers in the golgi

Figure B.5: (A) Cryo-electron tomogram of the Chlamydomonas Golgi, (B-C)
Enlarged view of the boxed region in A, showing the intracisternal protein
array (arrowhead) in tow different tomographic z slices. tsm: trans-side
membrane Scale bar: 200 nm in A and 50 nm in B, C 2
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